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“ Play is a thing by itself.  

The play-concept as such is of a higher order than is seriousness.  

For seriousness seeks to exclude play, whereas play can very well include seriousness. ” 

 

Huizinga J.  
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Introduction 

 

 

Through this work we would like to analyse how to develop a good teaching 

methodology in schools based on several games and activities that involve playing. 

Teaching does not mean just provide knowledge in a traditional way, by using 

the book or writing on the blackboard. It can be modern and most of all it could be 

interesting for the students, who are the focus of the teaching methodology. Boring for 

the students is not synonym of good way of teaching and consequently good 

acquisition for the students. Learning can be interensting, active and contextualized in 

the lives of the students as Benjamin Franklin brought us in a quotation from the 

Ancient times:  

“ Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn.” 

The best solution to get the students adquire permamently is to get them doing 

something related to the concepts they have to learn in an engaging and active way. 

The teacher has to be a mere support in the acquisition, stimulating the students and 

enlighting their own motivation. This could be done in several ways, but we would 

like to bring the application of the playful teaching methodology into focus.  

Play a game is not only an activity for young children, everyone likes playing 

and having fun. Even adults can take advantage of play activities because the necessity 

of playing is an inborn part of human beings, as we will show in first two chapters. 

Even though, teachers who want to build up a teaching based on play activities have to 

take into account the existence of the social bias for which games have not important 

feedbacks in real life. Therefore, they have to work harder to create a well-structured 

teaching that can combine tradition with play techniques. Consequently mixing them 

up with gamification elements, that will be presented in the central chapters of our 

work.  

To contextualize students’ acquisition in game-like activities, we have chosen to 

use the famous strategy board game Risk!, more specifically its development for 

children, unfortunately available only in Italian, RisiKo! Junior. Doing so, in the 
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second part of our work, we would like to present an efficient activity that can be 

exploited in class, but also by the students at home because it is a game carried in 

teaching. The students have only to adapt the game they know to new rules that make 

the game harder but more captivating because these changes involve aspects of their 

own lives in order to bring the game into their reality. We have chosen this world-

known game because we would like to test the application of playful language 

teaching in school, presenting a specific Primary School activity for the repetition of 

structures already studied and a sort of evaluation. We would show something that can 

be adapted to children and adults in various forms, that is why we would present this 

board game, using its adaptation for children.  

In conclusion of our work, we would reflect on our proposals and think on their 

fulfilments in real life reasoning out positive and negative aspects of the activity based 

on Risk! by the analysis of the results of our case study: an activity carried during the 

English lessons in the fifth class of a Primary School. 
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I PART 

 

 

 

Chapter 1 

THE GAME 

 

 

In order to describe better what we are going to talk about in this chapter, we 

would like to use a definition proposed by Huizinga (1949) in his famous book Homo 

Ludens (Huizinga J., 1949, p. 28): 

“ Play is a voluntary activity or occupation executed within certain fixed limits 

of time and place, according to rules freely accepted but absolutely binding, 

having its aim in itself and accompanied by a feeling of tension, joy and he 

consciousness that it is ‘different’ from ’ordinary life’. Thus defined, the 

concept seemed capable of embracing everything we call ‘play’ in animals, 

children and grown-ups : games of strength and skill, inventing games, guessing 

games, games of chance, exhibitions and performances of all kinds. We 

ventured to call the category ‘play’ one of the most fundamental in life.” 

Here he talks about games and the act of playing as an activity the human beings need 

to do. Therefore games are regulated, in a certain way, by rules chosen together by the 

partecipants. There are different categories of games and Huizinga defines them by the 

skill required to play them, thus there are games of strength, of chance, games based 

on luck and performance games. 

Even Caillois starts his book Man, play and games (1958) by quoting Huizinga, 

but he differs in the definition by adding six elements, which mark off what a play 

essentially is. He defines playing as an activity: that is free for every participant; 

circumscribed in time and place; uncertain in its outcomes; unproductive because it 
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does not create money or other elements; regulated by agreements among the 

partecipants and artificial because it moves in a situation different from reality.1  

He continues by saying that the last two qualities of a game are opposed between 

themselves and it is implied that if one appears, the other has to be absent or limited. 

Caillois explains that due to the qualities’ structure, it is not possible to group games 

by using the aformentioned qualities. Therefore, other elements are required to be 

taken into consideration such as four principles that divide games into categories by 

analyzing their specifical peculiarities. Once divided, the different games are set up 

into columns in the same gradual order to create two poles, which are two different 

ways of playing that characterize games in each category. In the first pole there is 

paidia, which is the unconditioned fun of improvisation and expression of instinct; on 

the other one lies ludus, totally different form paidia, it is the self-control of personal 

skills, which allows the player’s full consciousness during games matches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

In Man, play and games, Caillois speaks also about the role of games in life. He 

defines games as important elements to create socialization (Caillois R., 1994, p. 56): 

” Il gioco non è soltanto distrazione individuale […] Per quanto individuale sia 

l’aggeggio con cui si gioca: acquilone, trottola, yo-yo, diabolo o cerchio, ci si 

stancherebbe presto di un passatempo simile se non ci fossero né concorrenti né 

spettatori, per lo meno virtuali.” 

Here, the writer wants to underline that the principal aims of games are socialization 

																																																								
1 Caillois R., (1994) p. 26	

Figure	1:	Caillois'	s	game	categories 
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and communication among people, particularly among children. This is possible 

because (Caillois R., 1994, p. 56): 

“ In questo tipo di esercizi affiora pur sempre un elemento di rivalità, e ognuno 

cerca di far colpo sui rivali, sia pure invisibili o assenti, compiendo virtuosismi 

inediti, aumentando il grado di difficoltà, stabilendo momentanei record di 

durata, di velocità, di precisione, di altezza, traendo motivo di gloria, anche solo 

in cuor proprio, da una qualche performance di difficile conseguimento.” 

Remarkably, rivalry is what promotes the existence of games. People like to act in 

front of a limited audience to demonstrate their capabilities and exceed the other 

partecipants. Caillois connects this aspect of games to real life recognising that 

(Caillois R., 1994, p. 77): 

“ Lo spirito di gioco è essenziale alla cultura, ma giochi e giocattoli, nel corso 

della storia, sono effettivamente i residui della cultura.” 

Other experts on games provided another definition, which is more popular and 

reported by experts like Groos, Hirn and Carrington. It theorizes that all cultural 

aspects of a population expire in games and toys. Conversely Huizinga theorized that 

every single culture was born from games and all their peculiarities are present in 

cultural models. Caillois argued on these two ways of thinking by saying that children 

have toys that are inspired on tools used by adults in their works to pretend to be 

adults for a moment, obviously this reveal the presence of culture in toys. On the other 

hand, in a future, the populations, which originated a game in ancient times, would 

have lost the nature of it but not its essence, that explains how culture would grow up 

from games. Despite the fact that there are evidences for both theories, Caillois 

concludes by saying that (Caillois R., 1994, p. 85): 

“ Ogni cultura, infatti, conosce e pratica simultaneamente un gran numero di 

giochi di specie diverse. Soprattutto, non è possibile determinare, senza 

un’analisi preliminare, quali si accordano con i valori istituzionali, li suffragano, 

li rafforzano, e quali invece, li negano, se ne fanno beffe e rappresentano così, 

nella società presa in considerazione delle compensazioni o delle valvole di 

sicurezza.” 

According to the writer, what is important is to underline that the deep motivation of 

games and cultures is the same and even the result tends to be alike. 
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Further on there will be provided the definition of the four category principles of 

games by Caillos. 2  

 

 

1.1. Agon 

 

Caillois called agon the particular category that consists of games which involve 

competitions. The competition games are those in which the partecipants have equal 

possibilities to win but one of them prevails over the others because of his strenght or 

of his brightness. Here, the rivalry is essential and its aim lies in the desire to highlight 

the superiority of the winner; that is why this typology of games needs constant 

exercise and discipline from the players.  

In the competition games, the players tend to create a sort of equivalence before 

starting, in order to allow to all the partecipants to show their capabilities and try to 

win even if it is known that someone could have difficulties. 

In agon, all the games are explicitly regulated and ludus almost correspond to it. 

When the agon games are brought to reality, they develop like sports in which the 

final aim is that of win and demonstrate the power of the winner.  

 

 

1.2. Alea 

 

The games that are concerned in alea are games in which the player focus his 

probability of winning in the chance. These games are based in a decision that is 

totally indipendent from the player and his will. The victory is chosen by the chance, 

therefore the players cannot use their abilities or strenght to play, they have just to be 

faithful in the probability of winning. 

																																																								
2	Caillois	R.	(1994,	pp.	30	–	45)	
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The alea games are opposed to the agon ones, in which the strenght of the 

players is evaluated. Alea needs a full absence of will from the player, who believes in 

the good chance. Thus the aim of alea is to abolish the capabilities of people in order 

to sustain the equivalence among the destinies of the players. In a situation in which 

the player has simply to wait the flow of the chance, paidia is not present because it is 

recognized in turmoil. 

Gambling can be seen as the perfect alea game and is a particular form of 

playing that pertains only to people because animals do not know this typology of 

games, in which they have to wait and hope in chance, bacause of their strong instinct. 

This fact underlines that in real world, alea is present only in human beings’ lives. 

Although the consistent differences between agon and alea, the two categories 

follow the same rule that creates equivalence between the players at the very 

beginning of the game. 

 

 

1.3. Mimicry 

 

Caillois has choosen the English word mimicry to group up the games based on 

illusion, imitation and performance and to underline the nature of miming of these 

typology of games. They consist in becoming a different character and behave 

consequently to it. 

The key element of this category is believing in something. While representing, 

the players leave their personality to adquire a pretended one. Evidently, the players 

have to believe in the characters they are representing and they need to be believed 

from the others. 

Disguising and miming are the two main activities of this category of games. For 

children, they are based on the imitation of the adults and that is why they have toys 

similar to the tools used by their parents while working. Moreover the mimicry games 

can be played by adults when they act in the theatre. Here, people can pretend to be 

someone else by using a mask. This is an element that allows the player to act freely, 
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hiding his social character and leaving free his true personality to act on the stage. 

Now, it is necessary to alight on mimicry as a principle and remember that it can 

mix up with agon when there are sport competitions in which the audience mimes and 

the protagonists are playing according to agon. In this special situation even the 

identification with the champion from the audience is a signal of mimicry. 

The games that belong to the mimicry category follow all the rules that 

characterize a game. However, they are activities governed only by one rule that is 

common to the whole category: beliving in the illusion both from the players and from 

the audience. 

 

 

1.4. Ilinx 

 

The category in which Caillois put those games based on vertigo is called ilinx. 

The aim of these particular games is to destabilize the player and feel frightened for a 

little time. The research of this feeling is followed by the player, who likes to feel like 

this. The moment of fright distances the player himself from realty and allows him to 

access to a sort of bewilderment. 

The ilinx games are well liked not only from children but also from adults. The 

former know the vertigo by turning around themselves, running down of a slope, while 

the latter like to experience speed, for example with a motorbike or skiing. 

The vertigo of the ilinx games can be experienced also in a moral way when a 

person that generally limits his personality, at a certain moment bursts out in chaos. 

The category of ilinx is perfectly opposed to the agon one because it is the expression 

of human instincts, that are not present in agon’s competitions, in which the player has 

to keep concentrated on his objectives.  

When the game takes effect in a spontaneous chaos and devastation enthusiasm, 

then there is the paidia that is letting the player to express freely their instincts. That is 

to say that paidia almost correspond to ilinx and it is the core of those games. 
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1.5. The interaction between game principles 

 

The four games categories recognised by Caillos in his book Man, play and games 

have the possibility to interact between themselves in order to produce new typologies 

of games. 3  

Paidia and ludus work in this well-defined construction to differentiate those 

games that are based on instinct and improvvisation from those that are focused on 

going beyond some obstacles created on purpose.  

In order to better describe the different interactions between the four principles we 

will provide a scheme.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the picture, it can be seen that paidia and ludus interact with the games in the four 

categories without differences, as explained before, whereas the arrows indicate the 

relationships between principles. It is easy to see that the pairs alea-mimicry and agon-

ilinx are not pointed out because those combinations are not possibile due to the fact 

that they are conflicting between themselves. As said on the previous chapter, alea 

concerns the chance and mimicry is the illusion, the relation between illusion and 

chance is inconstent and do not drive to something specific. Similarly agon and ilinx 

																																																								
3	Caillois R. (1994, pp. 89 – 93)		

Figure	2:	The	four	principles’	interaction	 
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are totally opposed on their approaches to games.  

The little arrows that connect agon-mimicry and alea-ilinx are signals of a casual 

relationship that can be possible. The agon-mimicry pair is possibile because every 

competition is like an exibition, in which the player exibits himself in front of other 

people. In this situation, the audience participates with the champions because they 

identify with them. This concatenation of principles is possibile also because mimicry 

strenghtens the role of the players in the competition and they feel more satisfied in 

the event of victory in front of a group of people. In the same way, the relationship 

between alea and ilinx is positive because both principles consist in the loss of will to 

be dependent from other aspects such as chance or instinct. In the case in which the 

two appear together, ilinx allows the player to put himself completely in the chance’s 

hands. Thus, alea develops an hypnotic state like ilinx does. 

The big and dark arrows indicate the relationships between agon-alea and 

mimicry-ilinx. They show evidently a strong connection between those elements and 

Caillois defines these interactions as foundamentals. According to the writer they are 

exactly in equilibrium because the principles are on opposite poles and between them 

there are a huge number of different games. In particular it can be recognized the rule 

as the main aspect that governs agon and alea, because gambling and competitions 

cannot exist without precise rules.  

This connenction is the same for mimicry and ilinx, but in them it can be 

observed that the absence of rules is what drives to relying on instinct and creativity. 

 

At this time we need to specify that the principles illustrated are crucial in games, 

but their actions mirror in the culture and in the social life of the players. Perhaps the 

distribution of the principles is different in each society and they may create contrasts 

among several populations because (Caillois R.,1994, p. 100): 

“ I giochi danno delle abitudini, creano dei riflessi. Fanno che ci si aspetti un 

certo tipo di reazioni e inducono, di conseguenza, a considerare le reazioni 

opposte come brutali o subdole, provocatorie o sleali.” 

This quotation by Caillois allows us to think about the role of games in the creation of 

a shared view in a culture, which alienates other divergent views. However even in a 

culture there can be differences along the time because (Caillois R.,1994, p. 117): 

“ Causa o conseguenza che sia, ogni volta che una grande cultura riesce a 
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emergere dal caos originale, si riscontra una sensibile regressione delle forze di 

simulacro e vertigine.” 

Caillois identifies in the developing cultures a sort of elimination of the aspects 

pertaining to ilinx and mimicry, that are pure expression of ancient civilizations, in 

order to substitute them with those of agon and alea when the population has 

developed new forms of wellness. Agon and alea are preferred because they have 

their own regulation and create a better organized structure in the modern society and 

in its institutions. They are also present in our life such as elements of culture 

because the general manner to obtain something such as a job or a special position is 

to win a competition thanks to the qualifications a person has. 

What has been said till now refers to games as actions differentiated from real 

life but certainly they can mirror to it giving to the player some instruments to behave 

correctly in real social situations. However, it could be possibile that real life suffers 

some changes in order to be more active and gameful, if this happens a new way of 

experiencing reality is created thanks to technology. This new enviroment based on 

games is called gamification. In this situation what is important in real life is the 

gameful aspect that covers every context like a lifelong society game with different 

progressive goals. 

 

 

1.6 Other game theories 

 

In this section we will provide other theories about the importance of games for 

human beings from psychologists, antropologists and pedagogues. 

We will start by presenting the theories of the psychologist Jean Piaget (1945), 

who observed that games are fundamental for children in their cognitive development. 

Piaget theorized three stages in the playful behaviour of children.  

The first that goes from birth to the age of two years old, is called sensorimotor 

stage, in which children experience the enviroment through their reflex and they can 

exercise them by a constant repetition.  
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The second stage is the preoperational stage and it focuses on children from two 

to seven years old. In this stage the children are not already able of master perfectly 

their language but they add progressively functions and symbolizations to the mere 

exercises they did before.  

In the last stage there are children from seven to eleven years old. In the concrete 

operational stage the children play games that have rules, which are chosen at the 

beginning of the match. They act in a group and know how to create relations among 

other people.  

After those stages the children develop an abstract way of reasoning and they 

can solve problems in different steps. According to Piaget during those stages the 

children pass from pure assimilation to the accomodation of new notions next to 

already acquired infomation. It is important to underline that the accomodation is 

possible only when the children are already able to understand the rules that govern a 

game. Piaget theorized that the play is functional for the personality and the cognitive 

development of the children, whereas the psychologist Lev S. Vygotskj (1933) 

adapted those elements to his studies and observed that the act of playing is important 

also in the affective and sociological dimensions of the children. 

Another psychologist that studied the nature of play in human beings is Karl 

Groos. This expert wrote on the motivations, which drive the men to play according to 

his previous book The Play of Animals (1896). Groos studied game theories making a 

confrontation between different points of view: on the one hand there were 

physiological, biological and psychological standpoints, while on the other hand there 

were aesthetic, sociological and pedagogical points of view. 

In the physiological one, Groos observed that (Groos K., 1901, p. 366): 

“ While the theory of surplus energy accounts for play in thousands of cases, 

especially in childhood, when there is no need for recreation, this need may also 

produce play where there is no surplus energy. This is chiefly illustrated by 

adults.” 

The children actions are not always driven by their instincts, but the play is an 

example of how an inborn impulse can drive them. Children play not only because of 

their need of using their surplus energy but also because they require a constant 
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repetition of what they are acquiring. It is important to highlight that, as theorized by 

the philosopher Herbert Spencer (1861) before Groos, the play can be produced also if 

the surplus energy is not present and this is the case of adults. These lines specify that 

play is a useful element in children’s life as well as in their parents’ one because it has 

a physiological motivation. 

Groos continues in the biological standpoint, quoting another psychologist of the 

18th century, James M. Baldwin (1896), (Groos K., 1901, p. 371): 

“ Thus A. E. Ormann says, in an appendix to his German translation of Baldwin’s 

Mental Development: ‘ The last objection, that organic structures, such as bones, 

horns, teeth, etc., are fixed and unmodifiable, I am not prepared to admit. I do not 

believe that these structures change in adult animals just as I do not believe that 

bionomic influences can effect important accommodations in them. Yet change 

and accommodation in these very orders are quite possible in the case of young 

animals still in the developmental period, and I am convinced that the majority of 

effective accommodations do originate at this very time, and that the possibility 

of their appearing diminishes as maturity is approached.’ If this should prove to 

be the fact, play would then have the task of maintaining a countless mass of 

hereditary impressions important to the preservation of life, and also of supplying 

a means for individual adaptation of the example of adults which through 

imitation and direct transmission gradually become hereditary possessions of the 

race.” 

The play has a fundamental role in the growth of children because it supplies them of 

means to live in a specific enviroment and cultural context, and once they become 

adults this possibiliy diminishes gradually. This paragraph explains very well the 

importantance of play in children’s process of acquisition of how to behave and it 

motivates the need of adults imitation by the children. The writer continues quoting 

other experts and specifying that Baldwin’s principle is true and this is important also 

from a sociological point of view (Groos K., 1901, p. 395): 

When we reflect on the unavoidable limitations and mechanical routine of a 

regular calling we see how valuable is the cheering and humanizing effect of play, 

both physical and mental, and especially of those games which are calculated to 

strengthen the social tie. The practice afforded by these is more important to the 

adult than to the child, since the latter has always a certain social sphere in his 
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relations with his elders, while the wider demands of an adult are not always so 

well provided for. 

Baldwin’s principle takes effect in the impulses that bring people to the foundation of 

a society and it is why the social play is important both for adults and children. Groos 

continues in his book explaining why play has a clear importance for human beings, 

particularly for children in their growth, in their acquisition and in their acting as 

adults.  

The last expert we are going to write about is Friedrich Schiller (1793). This 

poet and philosopher adapted to many fields his ideas about sensitivity and ethics. The 

agreement between these two elements lies in the beautiful soul. It is the core of the 

aesthetical education, in which men can find their completeness according to the greek 

model of perfection: kalòs kagathòs. In greek these two words mean beautiful and 

good, which are equivalent and inseparable. The aesthetics has to be guided through 

the play because this is an activity that ends in itself and in which sensitivity and ethics 

do not prevail one on the other, rather they co-operate in the expression of beauty and 

completeness and that is why (Schiller F., 2002): 

“ L’uomo gioca solo quando è uomo nel pieno significato della parola, ed è 

completamente uomo solo quando gioca.” 

During a game, men’s rationality and sensitivity are balanced and it is in this moment 

that he can experience perfection. So, the play is important even for Schiller because 

its characteristics allow the fulfilment of man as a perfect and pure entity. 
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Chapter 2 

THE GAME IN TEACHING 

 

 

We would like to start this chapter by quoting Karl M. Kapp (2001), who 

explains well the aim of games’ usage in teaching contexts (Kapp K.M., 2012, p. 246): 

“ Games have many benefits that conventional teaching does not, but these could 

be incorporated into the learning process. Games keep students’ attention, they 

allow the students to receive instant gratification, and they allow students to be 

challenged no matter the level of other students.” 

Games can be mixed up with teaching because the former has several positive 

characteristics that help the students to keep focused on lessons’ topics and to guide 

them towards autonomy and competence thanks to challenges based on their 

knowledges. 

Further on we will expose how teaching entered in contact with games creating 

the playful teaching methodology. In our work we will constantly refer to language 

teaching rather than teaching in general. 

The theory of the playful language teaching comes from the affective-humanist 

approach in which many language teaching methods can be found, such as the Total 

Physical Response of J. Asher or the Suggestopedia of G. Lozanov.  

The affective-humanist approach and its methods developed between 1960s and 

1990s. This approach develops in the heart factor, that is to say that it is based on what 

the students like and on their motivation in doing things. The aims are to communicate 

in a meaningful way in order to emphasize the individuality of the students and allow 

interaction and peer support. The teacher is only a facilitator in this classroom 

atmosphere. He has to take into account that the use of games in school has to be 

considered carefully in an integrated metodology, in which play techniques are a 

simple part of the whole. His teaching has to observe needs and acceptability of 

playing from the students, who are the protagonists of the teaching.  

The need of playing is always present in human beings, it is only the 
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acceptability of games that changes along the time according to the age of the students. 

The teacher has to take care of those changes in order to create a teaching structure 

based properly on his students. Due to the fact that playing is a pleasure for everyone 

and the attitude of the students is opened to the activity if it respects their acceptability, 

the teacher has to take advantage of these aspects to motivate and keep the 

concentration and partecipation of the class. However, there is to consider that a huge 

number of teachers think that there is a perfect opposition between playing and 

studying. For them the two elements are specific for different moments of life: the 

former indicates free time, while in the latter it can be recognized the school. In the 

opinion of those teachers, games are useful only to fill up spaces between a unit and 

another to allow the students to decondition and focus better on the following one. 

Caon in his book La Lingua in gioco (2004) speaks about this situation (Caon F., 2004, 

p. 22): 

“ Di conseguenza, non riconoscendo il gioco come modalità d’apprendimento, 

si nega il valore pragmatico della glottodidattica ludica che individua nella 

ludicità – intesa come carica vitale in cui si integrano forti spinte motivazionali 

con aspetti affettivo-emotivi, cognitivi e sociali dell’apprendente – la 

condizione fondamentale per un’acquisizione stabile, duratura e profonda della 

lingua e per un’educazione alla cooperazione e alla solidarietà della persona-

allievo.” 

Doing so, those teachers deny the existence of a teaching based on play 

tecniques. Indeed, they do not recognize in games their main characteristic: the 

motivation they give to the players that is fulfilled not only in the social context but 

also in the cognitive and emotional aspects of the students’ personality. This type of 

motivation is the specific one that allows a full permanent acquisition (as we will see 

further on in chapter 5). 

To focus on the dicotomy game and work, we will provide the scheme 

elaborated by the neurologist and psychologist Claparède (1909), (Freddi G., 1990, p. 

21): 

“ Soprattutto con riferimento alle condizioni di costrizione cui viene ridotto lo 

scolaro o studente, quelle condizioni che poi finiscono per determinare il 

cosiddetto ‘corto circuito scolastico’.” 
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As explained by Freddi (1990), the connection between game and work can bring the 

student to a school short circuit. By observing the curve of Claparède, it could be 

easier to understand this definition.  

 

As it can be seen in the scheme there is a natural evolution from game to work. The 

left side indicates the growth from the primordial game of the baby to the superior 

game, which is well structured in order to end in a valuable product. Conversely the 

right side is the change from superior work, in which the people are interested in what 

they are producing, to hard labour, a type of work that is produced without interest 

and without a perspective for the future. Claparède observes that (Claparède E.,1955, p. 

178): 

“ Il lavoro reca un mutamento di atteggiamento dovuto al fatto che l’attività è 

subordinata alle necessità esteriori. […] A un certo momento del suo sviluppo, 

verso la fine dell’adolescenza, l’individuo prende coscienza delle esigenze 

imperiose del mondo oggettivo, e della ineluttabilità delle sue leggi. In questo 

nuovo cammino, incontriamo diverse forme di lavoro, sempre meno somiglianti 

all’attività ludica.” 

In the scheme, Claparède drew the game as a sort of rise to the heaven, while the work 

is seen as a return to the human necessities. The work has its maximal points in chore 

and hard labour, that are characterized from the lack of motivation and interest in the 

activity. This subdivision has been necessary to observe accurately whether the school 

system follows the natural evolution of the students from game to work or not. The 

Figure	3:	Claparède's	scheme 
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scheme shows with the black arrow that the school does not follow the evolution, even 

drifting from the first stages of the game directly to hard labour. However, Claparède 

found a sort of adaptability of the children to this abrupt swing (Claparède E.,1955, 

p.182): 

“ Come un atteggiamento ludico, anche nell’adulto, possa venire in aiuto al 

lavoro quotidiano. Solo nella misura in cui si possono introdurre elementi ludici 

nel lavoro, questo è veramente fecondo.” 

The key to solve this problem is to mantain always present the playful attitude in the 

activities. This is an important aspect that teachers have to take into consideration with 

children but also with adults in order to allow them to play while working, using 

Claparède’s words, satisfying the natural flow of evolution and eliminating the 

negative stages of work. 

The studies carried by Claparède have been observed by Freddi and brought in 

the specific context of language teaching in (Freddi G., 1990, p. 23): 

“ Se l’istanza richiamata dal pedagogista svizzero è valida per ogni prospettiva 

pedagogica e didattica, essa appare addirittura fondamentale per la glottodidattica 

in virtù del nesso che collega l’azione, il gioco e la lingua.” 

The action of the playful language teaching methodology finds place at the top of 

Claparède’s scheme where (Freddi G., 1990, p. 104): 

“ Viene a descrivere nella sua parte superiore un triangolo isoscele dal vertice 

arrotondato. Il triangolo ottenuto individua le modalità e i contenuti di una 

‘didattica ludica’.” 

In the four stages that are recognized in language teaching, people play in order to 

produce something or work in an interested way to have some results. Those elements 

are typical procedures to develop the contents of the playful language teaching 

methodology.  

 Figure	4:	Claparede's	scheme	top 
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The games are particularly useful in language teaching because they create a 

stimulating atmosphere in the classroom, in which the students become players. They 

have the possibility to use the foreign language as a vehicle to communicate in a 

meaningful way because (Caon F., 2004, p. 25): 

“ Riteniamo che l’ambiente, il clima che si crea nel gioco – nel nostro caso nel 

gioco didattico – sia condizione favorevole per un apprendimento profondo e 

duraturo (poiché innazitutto automotivato) della lingua.” 

That is why it is necessary to remember that the students are used to speaking in their 

mother tongue. The use of a foreign language between people that usually speak 

another language is unnatural and artificial but in the game this is different because 

(Caon F., 2004, p. 25): 

“ Solo il gioco può rendere credibile l’uso di una lingua straniera tra persone 

che abitualmente ne condividono un’altra per comunicare.” 

In this sense, the acceptability of this event is allowed by the games structure, and 

besides, it involves pragmatics in the realization of the discourse. The students are 

focused on the game and they use the language to get information properly not only 

because it is a task that has to be done as theorized in 1982 by Krashen (Krashen S., 

1982, p. 66): 

“Optimal input focusses the acquirer on the message and not on form. To go a 

step further, the best input is so interesting and relevant that the acquirer may 

even "forget" that the message is encoded in a foreign language.” 

According to Krahen and his rule of forgetting, it is easier to learn for a student when 

he forgets he is using a foreign language because he is focused on the meaning rather 

than on the way of expression. 

 

 

2.1 The difference between game and play 

 

At this stage, we need to specifiy the meaning of game and play in language 

teaching in order to understand better how a teacher has to organize his teaching (Caon 
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F., 2004, p. 30): 

“ Il game è inteso come attività ludica retta da regole socialmente imposte e 

accettate dal giocatore.” 

According to Caon, the game is a social activity with an organised structure and 

several rules, that can be adapted in the learning context. Whereas, the play allows 

assimilation and acquisition but it concerns freedom and absence of rules. Those 

characteristics can be used by the teacher to let the student discover the language 

because (Caon F., 2004, p. 30): 

“ Il play è l’atteggiamento ludico di fondo che contraddistingue il bambino nel 

suo processo di scoperta del mondo.” 

Caon continues by saying that game and play are the two sides of the same coin in 

which the playful characteristic is important for both the discovery of the language and 

its grammar. Consequently those two elements can be recognized in the use of the 

language, particularly in speaking activities (Caon F., 2004, p. 29): 

“ In glottodidattica ludica, si individua nel play la dimensione ludica di fondo 

che deve permeare ogni attività volta alla scoperta naturale della nuova lingua; 

nell’ambito game, invece, si collocano le attività finalizzate specificamente 

all’apprendimento della lingua la cui regola principale è proprio quella di 

parlare la lingua straniera o seconda.” 

The play can be used in school activities in which the students are driven to think on 

grammar rules and other particular aspects in order to give them the possibility to 

discover by themselves the principles governing those rules. While the game is perfect 

in activities for the consolidation of what has been already done. The main difference 

existing between game and play is their purpose as Caon explained (Caon F., 2004, p. 

29): 

“ Nel gioco didattico viene coscientemente conseguita una finalità che si trova al 

di là del gioco stesso. Le attività ludiformi sono assimilabili ai giochi didattici 

perché il fine che si persegue non è interno a ciò che si fa, non si conclude con il 

gioco, il fine rimane esterno al giocare e, normalmente, esso è determinato 

dall’adulto”  

Here the scholar uses the terms coined by the pedagogue Aldo Visalberghi: attività 
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ludica and attività ludiforme, which can be transtated in English as playful activity and 

playful-like activity. The difference between them is the purpose they have. The 

attività ludiformi are specific for the school context because the teacher develops them 

to reach an objective that should drive results in real life, too. Conversely the attività 

ludiche are autotelic because they contain within them their purpose and they don’t 

have consequences in reality. Other specialists speak about this topic in a more 

practical way. Freddi points out that (Freddi G.,1990, p. 155): 

“ Il game può essere finalizzato all’assunzione di forme linguistiche (parole, 

sintagmi, strutture, ecc.) ed in questo c’è poco spazio per l’iniziativa e la 

creatività del discente; il game può anche basarsi su un vuoto informativo, un 

information gap da colmare mediante l’uso della lingua.” 

And Coonan says about the play that (Coonan C.M., 1985): 

“ l’obiettivo non è linguistico e la lingua non viene usata come strumento 

attraverso il quale il compito può essere portato a termine.” 

The language during plays is only used to communicate in order to develop the play 

but not to reach a certain aim that involves the use of the language itself. 

 

 

2.2 Basis of the playful language teaching methodology  

 

In order to plan and organize a teaching methodology based on playful tecniques, 

the teachers have to observe properly the students and their characteristics. They have 

to work on the educational nature of the activity, the psychology of the students and 

the particular methodology they want to use Moreover, while planning the teachers 

have to take into consideration those aspects that are notably important if working with 

children. In this chapter we will provide the definition of each aspect concerning the 

students and the explanation of their main characteristics according to Freddi’s Azione, 

Gioco, Lingua (1990). 4 

- The five senses are very important for the reception of the information given by 
																																																								
4
 Freddi G., (1990, pp. 130 – 139) 
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the teacher. The latter has to take into consideration that while presenting an activity 

he does not communicate only with the voice but also with his behaviour and his facial 

expressions (Freddi G., 1990, p. 130): 

“ Certo non tutti gli organi di senso sono sempre interessati, e per di più allo 

stesso modo, come confermato dal fatto che l’occhio trasmette al cervello l’84% 

del totale delle informazioni sensoriali, l’orecchio ne trasmette l’11 per cento e gli 

altri tre organi di senso (tatto, odorato, gusto) il restante 5 per cento.” 

That is why it is important that the teacher develops the explanations in a multisensory 

way in order to get involved the students to the full extent in a productive experience. 

- The movement is an important aspect in human life, with which people 

communicate and express their creativity. The body is useful to interact in a nonverbal 

communication. In a language teaching perspective the teacher could present some 

activities in which the language is linked to nonverbal communication. 

- The bimodality of the brain is an important element to be considerated once 

planning the teaching. The right hemisphere of the brain finds its function in the 

communicative context interpreting the discourse in a linguistic and semiotic way. 

This hemisphere is the most important in language learning but the left one allows a 

complete acquisition thanks to the directionality of the two hemispheres. The teacher 

has to remember the directionality that brings to the acquisition in order to organize 

the activity according to the characterstics of both hemispheres. 

- Semiotics is another significant aspect. It connects the symbols and what is in 

the brain, namely, the concept expressed by a word to objects, places and other 

elements. The study of a language has to include also other ways of communication as 

proxemics or kinesics creating links with the language and harmonizing them with the 

proper word they are related to. 

- In order to develop play techniques, a central aspect is the relationability 

between students. The teacher should develop a teaching based on the social rules that 

concern registers, roles and turns in a dialogue to promote linguistic exchanges. 

Moreover he has to provide the definition of intercultural relationships because in the 

game the use of the language is only functional to go along in it. In a game, it is not 

fondamental to speak, because the game can be played even without the language, but 
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it needs the creation of relations between the players to make them understand 

between themselves. In this typology of communication the knowledge of different 

cultures is what allows a productive communication. Besides, relationability is 

fundamental because of the Social Learning Theory articulated by the psychologist 

Albert Bandura (1959) (Kapp K.M., 2012, pg. 70): 

“ Social learning theory is based on the premise that observation and imitation 

lead to learned behavior.”  

It means that people learn one from another through observation. The observed person 

become a social model from which learn and change behaviours, attitudes and beliefs. 

In this way, the creation of strong relations between students is important because they 

can be models one for each other and influence their social and congnitive approaches. 

- Pragmatics is the essence of interaction. If pragmatics is absent, the presence 

of the interaction is useless because the former gives substance to the words employed 

in the discourse. In the play techniques view, the use of a foreign language is 

convalidated by the students because they find useful its usage in the communication 

to get on in the game. If this is brought to reality, as Freddi tells us (Freddi G., 1990, p. 

135): 

“l’aula cessa di essere il luogo dell’ascolto annoiato di una lingua esoterica, ma lo 

spazio di un’attività multiforme – fatta di parola, di gioco e di azione – che 

coinvolge tutti diventando comunicazione e vita.” 

According to Freddi, the classroom become a space in which the learning is an active 

and interesting experience for the students that recognize a well structured game that 

has to be played in the foreign language. 

- The play mechanics are the most important aspect because they involve all the 

others. It is an overarching category and it has an educational potential and a vital 

mean that concerns all the activities the students do in their life outside of the school. 

That is why it is important to connect the students’ usual life with the methodologies 

implied in school to create a more confidential and relaxed atmosphere, where they 

know exactly how to behave.  

Other aspects that need to be mentioned are expression, authenticity, 

biculturalism, integration and identity. The first one supports the students in the use of 
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a spontaneous and unstereotyped language. To this follows the authenticity of the 

language created in the classroom, but it also refers to the materials chosen by the 

teacher for the lessons. The biculturalism is an objective to strive for. The teacher has 

to draw attention to every cultural element in order to get the students closer to the 

foreign culture and create possibilities for a future integration of these students among 

the people of the studying culture. Those aspects allow a reflection over the concepts 

of identity and mother tongue that increase the students’ awareness of themselves 

among other people. 

The aformentioned aspects are important for teachers who want to combine 

teaching with games to make a good teaching based upon the students and their needs. 

A teaching that has been pondered in an educational and cognitive way, that reflects 

over the social, cultural and pragmatic fields the students are living in and comparing 

them with the foreign language they are approaching in a playful and interesting way. 

The students life is an important factor to take into consideration because the teaching 

of a foreign language has to provoke changes in their reality in a conscious manner to 

allow them to use the language studied in the classroom in a real context. 

In order to create a teaching based on play techniques that gives importance to 

the students and their personalities, at a first stage the teachers have to understand how 

to develop a good teaching with games, to do this, Caon explains that (Caon F., 2006, 

pp. 35- 36): 

“ The game, like meaningful learning, emerges as a complex and involving 

experience because, as we noted, it totally activates the student and allows 

through its practice, constantly and naturally, him to learn, increasing his 

knowledge and competence. Hence, there is a double form of the student’s 

involvement in the playful activity: on the synchronic plane (during the course of 

the game) he is multi-sensory motivated and involved; on the diachronic plane (in 

the repeating recommencement of the game) his competences constantly evolve 

and his motivations are renewed because they tend to constantly pass the 

achieved aim.” 

The playful activities are characterized to develop in two plans. This structure allows 

the students to enhance constantly their knowledges in order to achieve the goals 

presented in the game. The teacher can take advantage of it by using the games 
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properly and creating a methodology that develops on the harmonic match between 

students’ pleasure and cognitive achievements (Caon F., 2006, p. 43): 

“ To reach these objectives, the teacher proposes every activity in a playful form, 

thus attenuating, hopefully, all resistances and difficulties of a psychological 

nature, which in turn permits the student to serenely faace studying the language 

and involve all his cognitive, affective, social and sensory-motor capacities in the 

learning process.” 

Moreover a playful language teaching methodology can be important for the 

intercultural education because the students are putted in relation among the others and 

they have to use the language to communicate. During the activities the students can 

recognize what means respect for different cultures and valorize their own cultural 

identity. Caon explains that the games have two chacteristics that are favourable for 

intercultural education: they are trans-cultural and culturally determined. The former 

means that (Caon F., 2006, p. 45): 

“ All children, independently from their geographical and cultural origin, play 

and share some aspects belonging to a ‘universal playful grammar’, as, for 

instance, the respect for rules or the ritual of the initial ‘count’.” 

The game is an activity in which children, but also adults are involved positively 

because they experience a sort of fraternization among themselves thanks to the 

cooperation to achive some goals. In addition, it establishes a strong relationship of 

competences equality because everyone can find his position according to his abilities. 

On the other hand, the game is culturally determined because it is the image of the 

culture in which it developed, and the way the players play is according to elements of 

their culture, such as rules and symbols. The simultaneity of those characteristics 

allows the deconstruction of prejudices and a cultural decentralization. In this context 

the teacher can valorize the cultural backgrounds of each student and educate the 

students to create strong relations in a group free of xenophobic attitudes.  

In order to organize well structured activities based on playful teaching, the 

teacher has to respect his proper role and try to became a referee rather than a judge of 

the students’ productions. He has to help them as explained by the linguist Shelagh 

Rixon (1981) in his book How to use games in language teaching (Rixon S., 1981, pp. 
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63-64): 

“ Students should know that you are there to be used as a source of information – 

perhaps on vocabulary or on new structures, or with a suggestion about how they 

could rephrase something to make it clearer to the other players. It is usually 

better for the teacher to wait until he is asked for help than to jump in and take 

over the game when players are struggling.” 

In this way, the teacher works as a helper for the students, who can ask him for 

information without the interference of the affective filter. In addition, it can be easier 

for the teacher to enter in contact with the students and know the difficulties they are 

facing. However, he has to take into consideration that (Rixon S., 1981, p. 64): 

“ When you are asked for help you should stop to think whether the students 

really need new linguistic information or whether you can lead them towards 

expressing themselves in language they already know. If so, you should try to 

elicit this language from them rather than simply supplying it.” 

This is necessary because the students need to be self-confident and autonomous even 

if the teacher is there to help who has difficulties. If the students start speaking in their 

mother tongue because they cannot find the way to express in the foreign language, the 

help of the teacher is required. 

The best way to use a language in the school context is that of presenting the 

same game again from time to time because (Rixon S., 1981, pp. 80- 82): 

“ A game which is linked and well-known to the class may also act as a useful 

point of reference. Recalling something that happened in a game may help a 

student remember the language connected with it.” 

This is important because the students need to have a clear reference of what they are 

studying. Making connections between games and explanations can be significant in 

order to help them in the acquisition process but also when they are exercising or 

during a test.  

Moreover, the use of games in schools can bring the students to review what has 

been taught by repeating the game at home in their mother language but (Rixon S., 

1981, p. 68): 

“ There is no reason why, if the students enjoy the game for itself, they should not 
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play it at other times in their own language. […] They may even tranfer the 

strategies that they use to play it in their native language into the foreign language, 

and this could be very valuable.” 

The repetition of the game can be seen as a good aspect because the students can 

combine their mother tongue with the capabilities in the foreign language. 

Consequently they learn the latter essentially by appling the same strategies of the 

former, even in non verbal communication, most of all because communication games 

are not related to a specific language. This aspect is confirmed also by Kapp (Kapp 

K.M., 2012, p. 171): 

“ When teaching facts, it’s a good idea to make the game replayable so that the 

player repeats it again and again. This doesn’t mean the content has to be exactly 

the same, but having similar content presented over and over helps with 

memorization.”  

This scholar explains that game replayability has to be pursued because the students 

can repeat the game in order to memorize better its contents, especially if the 

knowledge required in the game is declarative, which can be changed in every match.  

 

 

2.3 The evaluation 

 

The playful language teaching methodology develops along the school period, 

therefore it needs a way to evaluate the students. It is structured with objectives to 

reach and some phases in order to differentiate the activites and allow the teacher to 

monitor the difficulties the students have, their progresses or even possible 

fossilizations of some errors. On the basis of those answers the teacher can elaborate 

new activities or modify what has been planned before to solve the problems spotted 

during the monitoring. 

In recent years the teachers are prefering an educational evaluation rather than a 

summed one. The teacher interacts with the students to get them involved in their 

progresses or difficulties. This allows the consciousness of the students in their 
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acquisition and motivates them to the autonomy of self-evaluation and even in their 

study. Moreover (Caon F., 2004, p. 46): 

“ Questa registrazione sistematica dei risultati delle attività proposte agli studenti, 

definita ‘testing diffuso’, risponde in modo ottimale alle esigenze di una 

valutazione formativa poiché non si limita ai consueti testing diretti, che, con le 

loro potenzialità ansiogene, possono risultare poco attendibili.” 

The educational evaluation is defined as a widespread testing not only to observe the 

language fluency of the students but also their nonverbal communication competences 

and other education aspects that are not possible to evaluate with a traditional exam. 

It is important to highlight that the game context allows the teacher to evaluate 

more than an ability in a time because the game properly activates simoultaneously 

different abilities. Furthermore, the students aim is that of playing, consequently they 

act in the foreign language in a spontaneous way and the teacher can observe what 

they have learnt in a situation that is free form anxiety or affective filters because 

(Caon F., 2004, p. 47): 

“ Riteniamo che il momento valutativo sia coerentemente integrabile con la 

metodologia ludica; anzi, siamo pienamente convinti che nei giochi, nelle attività 

che realtizzano quotidianamente il ‘testing diffuso’ e nella ludicità che sottende a 

queste tecniche didattiche vi siano enormi potenzialità per una valutazione 

formativa che l’insegnante può sfruttare per verificare in modo sistematico e 

approfondito le abilità linguistiche, para- ed extralinguistiche degli studenti.” 

That is to say that the evaluation is essentially part of the methodology based on play 

techniques because it creates a context in which the students can show their abilities at 

their maximum potential, being conscious of their acquisition process but capable of 

avoiding affective filters. On the other hand the teacher can evaluate more than one 

ability at the same time and observe competences that are traditionally unrelated to the 

exam, acting as a motivator and a facilitator in the class and creating a joyful 

atmosphere. 
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Chapter 3 

LA GAMIFICATION 

 

 

Un elemento che può collegare la vita reale con il gioco è di certo la 

gamification, questa nuova tecnica può essere sfuttata anche nel contesto scolastico 

per sviluppare una didattica ludica che miri ad ottenere una ricaduta di quanto appreso 

dagli studenti nella vita reale. 

Per poter analizzare al meglio questo concetto si partirà dalla parola in sé: essa 

deriva dalla parola inglese game, che significa gioco regolato. È semplice capire 

quindi, che la gamification è l’azione pratica che applica le tecniche e lo stile 

appartenenti propriamente ai giochi, game mechanics, a ciò che non lo è, rendendolo 

molto più attrattivo per l’uomo, grazie alla motivazione e al coinvolgimento, con il 

fine di incentivarne l’acquisto o l’uso. Questo concetto, in particolar modo, viene 

utilizzato in campo economico per incrementare gli acquisti efficacemente, e in un 

certo senso fidelizzare nuovi clienti, semplicemente perché la necessità di giocare è 

parte della natura umana come spiegano Zichermann e Cunningham (2011), 

(Zichermann G., Cunningham C., 2011, p. 3): 

“ In fact, it is the way we dress the game mechanics that attracts most people to 

pull that lever in the first place […]. Although the underlying game mechanics 

hook the player, what brought each of them into the experience was different- 

and more than likely made to pique a particular interest.” 5 

Sostanzialmente tutto può essere reso accattivante grazie alle meccaniche di gioco 

perché sono esse stesse che ne definiscono il divertimento, è necessario però che a 

questa componente si aggiunga la motivazione e un interesse particolare da parte 

delle persone affinché inizino ad utilizzare un sito o un servizio gamificati. A 

supporto di quanto riportato, Brian Burke (2014), impiegato nella Gartner, Inc parla 

della gamification affermando che (Burke B, 2014, p. 6): 

																																																								
5 Zichermann G., Cunningham C. (2011) Traduzione all’italiano: “ Infatti, è il modo in cui si rivestono 
le meccaniche di gioco che attrae le persone e questo fa leva per portare il servizio al primo posto […]. 
Sebbene siano le meccaniche di gioco sottostanti ad attirare i giocatori, è altro che porta ciascuno di essi 
a vivere l’esperienza- e più probabilmente è ciò che ne suscita l’interesse.” 
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“ Gartner defines gamification as: the use of game mechanic and experience 

design to digitally engage and motivate people to achieve their goals.” 6 

Con questa definizione si può ben capire che il fine ultimo della gamification si 

concentra sul cliente come persona ed è per questo che risulta essere un metodo 

efficace anche in altri ambiti. In base a questo presentiamo un’altra definizione fornita 

dallo studioso Karl M. Kapp è (Kapp K.M., 2012, p. 12): 

“ Items such as assigning points to activities, presenting corrective feedback, and 

encouraging collaboration on projects have been staples of many educational 

practitioners. Gamification provides another layer of interest and a new way 

weaving together those elements into an engaging game space that both motivates 

and educates learners.” 7 

In questa definizione possiamo osservare che Kapp cerchi di relazionare la 

gamification non solo al mondo economico, ma anche focalizzandosi su altri campi 

riportando che la proprietà principale della gamification è quella di stimolare i 

giocatori verso un determinato comportamento. 

Proseguiamo ora illustrando come si è creato questo trend così innovativo. La 

parola gamification entrò in uso comune a livello mondiale, quando al D.I.C.E. 

Summit 8 (Las Vegas, 2010) il famoso designer di videogiochi Jesse Schell nel suo 

discorso “Design out of the box” parlò di Facebook e dei giochi esistenti in questo 

social network, Schell rapportò la meccanica dei giochi alla vita reale, immaginando 

un futuro in cui tutte quelle azioni reputate noiose o dei semplici doveri fossero rese 

più leggere semplicemente dalla presenza di elementi giocosi in esse. Dal discorso di 

Schell sullo stile gamificato di Facebook e di altre aziende che operano on-line, molti 

studiosi si concentrarono su questo fenomeno nascente e uno studio recente condotto 

da Jane McGonigal (2011), una designer di giochi e autrice di numerosi libri che 

affrontano l’argomento della realtà gamificata, dichiara che le meccaniche ludiche 

																																																								
6 Burke B. (2014) Traduzione all’italiano: “ L’azienda Gartener, Inc definisce la gamification come 
l’uso delle meccaniche del gioco e l’esperienza nel design per coinvolgere digitalmente e motivare le 
persone a raggiungere i propri obiettivi.” 
7
 Kapp K.M. (2012) Traduzione all’italiano: “ Elementi quali assegnare punti ad attività, presentare 

feedback correttivi, e incoraggiare la collaborazione in progetti sono la base di molti educatori. La 
gamification apporta un nuovo punto di interesse e un nuovo modo di combinare assieme tutti questi 
elementi in uno spazio di gioco attrattivo che motivi e allo stesso tempo educhi gli studenti.” 
8 D.I.C.E Summit: (Design, Innovate, Communicate, Entertain) Conferenza che si focalizza sulle 
innovazioni nel design dei videogiochi. 
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stimolano verso una comprensione più chiara del mondo e agevolano le relazioni 

sociali. Inoltre, McGonigal prosegue nel suo studio, spiegando che i giochi possono 

aiutare nella realizzazione di azioni o obiettivi poco piacevoli poiché li migliorano 

rendendoli più entusiasmanti (McGonigal J., 2011, p. 28): 

“ Games make us happy because they are hard work that we choose for 

ourselves, and it turns out that almost nothing makes us happier than good, hard 

work. 

We don’t normally think of games as hard work. After all, we play games, and 

we’ve been taught to think of play as the very opposite of work.” 9 

La gamification, chiamata anche gameful design o applied gaming, si sviluppa in 

maniera pratica nelle azioni di promozione di un prodotto o di un servizio, ma opera 

profondamente su aspetti psicologici quali: motivazione, comportamento e tratti della 

personalità. Essa svolge la sua attività affinché la collettività cooperi positivamente per 

il raggiungimento di fini comuni lavorando particolarmente sulla motivazione delle 

persone come scrive Burke (Burke B, 2014, p. 4): 

“ Gamification success is really all about motivating players to achieve their 

goals.”10 

Infatti, le persone, essendo impegnate in una sorta di gioco, sono concentrate e 

motivate a superare le varie difficoltà senza dare particolare peso allo sforzo impiegato 

nello svolgere attività poco piacevoli perché sfruttano l’eustress, lo stress positivo che 

permette di impegnarsi costruttivamente in un dato ambito. McGonigal si esprime in 

merito facendo riferimento alla capacità del gioco di provocare emozioni positive 

(McGonigal J., 2011, p. 28): 

“ All of the neurological and physiological systems that underlie happiness- our 

attention systems, our reward center, our motivation systems, our emotion and 

memory centers- are fully activated by gameplay.  

This extreme emotional activation is the primary reason why today’s most 

																																																								
9
 McGonigal J. (2011) Traduzione all’italiano: “I giochi ci rendono felici perché sono un lavoro duro 

che scegliamo per noi stessi e si scopre che quasi nulla ci rende felici come il buon duro lavoro. 
Normalmente non pensiamo ai giochi come lavoro duro. Dopo tutto, noi giochiamo i giochi, e ci è stato 
insegnato di pensare al giocare come un elemento totalmente opposto al lavoro.”	
10 Burke B. (2014) Traduzione all’italiano: “Il successo della gamification si trova proprio nel motivare 
i giocatori a raggiungere i loro obiettivi”. 
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successful computer and video games are so addictive and mood-boosting.” 11 

In questo frammento si riporta che al giorno d’oggi gli aspetti che attivano l’eustress 

sono sempre più utilizzati, tanto che certi videogiochi diventano modulatori umorali 

che possono portare alla dipendenza. Una caratteristica particolare che rende 

interessante la realtà della gamification è il suo studio approfondito sulle persone 

target e sui giochi. Infatti, per far sì che la collettività sia attratta e motivata dal 

prodotto gamificato, ci si dota di quattro elementi appartenenti propriamente ai giochi 

quali: il punteggio per le ricompense di un buon comportamento; i livelli che indicano 

l’esperienza dei vari partecipanti; le sfide, un elemento indispensabile per saturare il 

bisogno di confronto fra le persone come anche le classifiche.12 

Oggigiorno, la gamification viene impiegata in ogni campo proprio perché 

l’inserimento di tecniche ludiche permette di coinvolgere al meglio i clienti, 

rendendoli attivi e potendo trasmettere loro un messaggio il più chiaramente possibile; 

non è quindi applicata solo da compagnie che operano in campo economico, anzi può 

essere un forte aiuto in altri settori dove lo scopo finale è quello di diffondere e far 

memorizzare un messaggio. I due obiettivi principali su cui si concentra la tecnica 

basata sulla gamification sono infatti: stimolare, non solo all’interno del sito o del 

servizio, ma anche nella realtà, verso un comportamento attivo; collegato a questo si 

pone il secondo obiettivo, che è quello di far interessare un numero elevato di persone 

al messaggio veicolato, coinvolgendole e rendendole attive per la promozione di 

quest’ultimo. Tutto ciò risulta poi misurabile nei dati riportati all’interno del gioco.13 

Inoltre il muoversi all’interno del sito o del servizio acquistato saranno vissuti dal 

cliente come un’esperienza emozionante e altamente motivante, la quale sarà il punto 

chiave di memorizzazione del messaggio. Il meccanismo della gamification risulta 

vincente proprio perché opera sullo stimolo degli istinti insiti nell’uomo, come il 

bisogno di divertimento, l’identità, il riconoscimento dello status sociale, che portano 

alla soddisfazione attraverso un’esperienza pratica che il giocatore vive attivamente. 

																																																								
11

 McGonigal J. (2011) Traduzione all’italiano: “ Tutto ciò in cui risiede la felicità nei nostri sistemi 
neurologico e psicologioco - i sistemi di attenzione, il centro riconoscimenti, i sistemi motivazionali, i 
centri di memoria ed emozione- sono attivati dalla modalità di gioco. Quest’attivazione emozionale 
estrema è la ragione principale per cui la maggior parte dei videogiochi di successo del giorno d’oggi 
portano alla dipendenza e al cambiamento dell’umore.”		
12 http://www.gamification.it/gamification/meccaniche-e-dinamiche-della-gamification/  
13 http://www.gamification.it/gamification/gamification-e-obiettivi-principali/  
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Ciò che ha contribuito all’exploit dell’uso di questa tecnica di gioco nelle proposte 

commerciali è stato l’allargamento in costante espansione delle persone che le trovano 

interessanti di conseguenza all’utilizzo di massa delle tecnologie digitali e dei social 

networks, che ha aumentato le possibilità di entrare in contatto con giochi e 

applicazioni che utilizzano un sistema gamificato come riscontrato da Burke (Burke B., 

2014, p. 6): 

“ Gamification is a method to digitally engage rather than personally engage, 

meaning that players interact with computers, smartphones, wearable monitors, 

or other digital devices.” 14 

 Tuttavia, si ipotizza che le meccaniche di gioco, utilizzate per far vivere un’esperienza 

e trasmettere così un messaggio, possano in un futuro perdere il loro valore odierno, 

perché una tipologia di gioco consolidata nel tempo può far cadere l’interesse e la 

motivazione nelle persone e conseguentemente perdere la sua efficacia, è necessario 

perciò che le tecniche di gioco si innovino continuamente affinché la gamification 

mantenga la sua rilevanza. Nonostante ciò, per potersi rinnovare, le tecniche 

gamificate hanno bisogno di una base di dinamiche comuni che possono essere 

raggruppate in cinque punti: i vincoli (constraints), ovvero le regole che i giocatori 

devono rispettare; le emozioni (emotions), fanno parte delle componenti fondamentali 

perché sono queste che fanno decidere al giocatore se abbandonare o meno il sistema 

gamificato; la narrazione (narrative), riguarda il tema o la storia che ripercorre tutta 

l’attività come un filo rosso che attira e coinvolge il giocatore; la progressione 

(progression), si sviluppa sulla progressione personale e sulle conoscenze che vengono 

acquisite dal giocatore durante l’esperienza; ed infine le relazioni (relationships), sono 

indispensabili nelle attività gamificate perché possono generare fenomeni di 

partecipazione importanti grazie alle relazioni che si tessono all’interno del gioco, ma 

anche con altre piattaforme virtuali.  

Contrariamente a quanto presentato fin ora, il game designer e filosofo Ian 

Bogost (2006) si espone negativamente rispetto alla gamification, osservando che 

questa non è altro che un nuovo approccio aziendale al fine di incrementare i guadagni 

																																																								
14 Burke B. (2014) Traduzione all’italiano: “ La gamification è un metodo per coinvolgere digitalmente 
piuttosto che personalmente, ciò significa che i giocatori interagiscono con computer, smartphone, 
tablet, o altri dispositivi digitali.”	
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e fidelizzare i clienti il più facilmente possibile, a scapito della forma estetica del 

prodotto in sé:  

“ Gamification is easy. It offers simple, repeatable approaches in which benefit, 

honor, and aesthetics are less important than facility.” 15 

E continua riportando che la chiave di questi aspetti negativi risieda semanticamente 

nella parola gamification, in particolar modo in –ification, poiché permette azioni di 

modifica rispetto al sostantivo che la precede, in questo caso il game, ovvero il gioco:  

“ This rhetorical power derives from the ‘-ification’ rather than from the  ‘game’. 

-ification involves simple, repeatable, proven techniques or devices: you can 

purify, beautify, falsify, terrify, and so forth.” 16 

Bogost conclude osservando che il vero problema riscontrato nella gamification è il 

suo fine economico. Quest’ultimo si denota nella capacità di rendere le vendite 

estremamente semplici e di conseguenza aumentarne il numero esponenzialmente:  

“ Indeed, the very point of gamification is to make the sale as easy as possible. 

I’ve suggested the term ‘exploitationware’ as a more accurate name for 

gamification’s true purpose, for those of us still interested in truth.” 17 

Lo scrittore espande questi concetti spiegando cosa egli intenda con il termine 

exploitationware (Bogost I., pg. 72):  

“ I’ve previous suggested the term exploitationware as an alternative for 

gamification because such a term more adequately characterizes its proponents’ 

goals. It’s a term that strips ‘games’ from the situation entirely and focuses 

instead on the consultant’s gambit and his or her enterprise customer’s desire to 

extract value in the form of meaningless engagement. Even its proponents have 

begun discussing the practice as a combination of ‘game design, loyalty and 

behavioral economics,” partly admitting that gamification has little in common 

																																																								
15

 Bogost I., www.bogost.com; Traduzione all’italiano: “ La gamification è semplice. Offre approcci 
semplici e ripetibili, in cui benefici, onore ed estetica sono meno importanti della facilità.” 
16 Bogost I., www.bogost.com; Traduzione all’italiano: “ Il potere retorico deriva dalla ‘-ification’ 
invece che dal ‘game’. –ification concerne tecniche o dispositivi semplici, ripetibili e testati; si può 
purificare, abbellire, falsificare, imbruttire e così via.” 
17 Bogost I., www.bogost.com; Traduzione all’italiano: “ Infatti il punto cruciale della gamification è il 
rendere le vendite più semplici possibili. Ho suggerito il termine ‘exploitationware’ come un nome più 
accurato per il vero scopo della gamification, per quelli di noi che sono ancora interessati alla verità.”	
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with game design and development.” 18 

Il game designer ritiene che la gamification non dovrebbe avere questo nome, dato che 

è una pratica che mira a incrementare i guadagni basandosi sui desideri dei clienti, 

offrendogli in cambio solamente intrattenimento. Il paragrafo si conclude riportando la 

grande distanza presente fra gamification stessa e game design.  

Sebbene Bogost faccia riferimenti molto chiari, bisogna ricordare che la 

gamification ha molti lati positivi, e che se utilizzata in altri campi può valorizzarne i 

contenuti e favorire nei giocatori lo sviluppo di buoni comportamenti e idee che si 

riversano positivamente nella loro vita reale. 

Infatti, nei prossimi capitoli ci focalizzeremo sull’analisi dell’uso della 

gamification in ambito scolastico, osservando le grandi risorse offerte da questa 

tecnica innovativa che permette uno sviluppo a cascata anche nelle realtà degli studenti. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
18

 Bogost I. (2014) Traduzione all’italiano: “ Precedentemente ho suggerito il termine exploitationware 
come un’alternativa per gamification perché quel termine caratterizza adeguatamente gli obiettivi dei 
suoi sostenitori. È un termine che toglie i ‘giochi’ dall’intera situazione e si focalizza invece sullo 
stratagemma del dirigente e sui desideri dei clienti di tale azienda per trarre vantaggio dall’inutile 
coinvolgimento. Perfino i suoi sostenitori hanno cominciato a discutere su questa pratica come una 
combinazione di ‘game design, lealtà e economia comportamentale,’ in parte ammettendo che la 
gamification ha ben poco in comune con il game design e il suo sviluppo.” 
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Chapter 4 

LA GAMIFICATION IN AMBITO DIDATTICO 

 

 

Con riferimento a quanto detto in precedenza, la gamification trova un suo ruolo 

specifico anche in ambiente didattico, dove gli studenti hanno necessità di essere 

supportati nel loro percorso, che può essere percepito come noioso, imposto e 

ripetitivo. È doveroso però, ricordare che l’applicazione dei giochi non è cosa nuova in 

didattica, poiché si possono notare numerosi effetti positivi di questi nell’educazione, 

come ad esempio il gioco risulta essere interattivo e per gli studenti è visto come 

un’attività diversa dal solito per niente noiosa; vi è il piacere di sfidarsi e quindi di 

rapportarsi con gli altri studenti, mentre per quanto riguarda il docente, egli può 

ricevere un feedback immediato in base al punteggio ottenuto dagli studenti. Questi 

ultimi hanno la possibilità di vivere un’esperienza ludica che li coinvolge e permette 

loro di acquisire in maniera efficace, senza blocchi da parte del filtro affettivo perché 

stanno vivendo un’illusione più prossima a loro che al insegnante, dove egli perde la 

sua funzione di giudice e diventa arbitro fra i vari giocatori. In questo caso, se i 

giocatori sbagliano o perdono, chiedono personalmente chiarimenti ed eventualmente 

di poter ripetere il gioco, quindi la ripetizione non è più una fase noiosa e ciò 

garantisce una miglior memorizzazione da parte dello studente giocatore, come 

riportato da Balboni (Balboni P.E., 2013, p. 36): 

“ Anche da questi semplici esempi tuttavia si deducono due forti cambiamenti 

di ruolo introdotti dalla metodologia ludica: da un lato, gli studenti sono 

protagonisti e sono attenti alla correttezza, alla ricchezza lessicale e così via, da 

cui dipende la possibilità della propria vittoria o quanto meno di bloccare 

l’avversario che sbaglia; dall’altro l’insegnante non è più giudice ma arbitro.” 

Un’altra nota di merito al gioco in ambito didattico è la possibilità di utilizzare 

più materie allo stesso momento per far lavorare gli studenti su conoscenze pregresse 

in diversi ambiti, permettendo il ripasso o l’acquisizione di nuove competenze. Inoltre, 

ciò stimola la collaborazione fra i vari studenti come viene riportato nel sito dedicato 

alla gamification più famoso in Italia: 
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“ L’introduzione di concetti come punti, livelli e sfide incoraggia gli utenti ad 

investire il proprio tempo, spingendoli alla partecipazione e aiutandoli a 

costruire delle relazioni all’interno del gioco. […] Infatti, in questo modo, ad 

esempio, possono ottenere delle ricompense che danno loro la possibilità di 

esprimere se stessi all’interno della comunità, utilizzando oggetti virtuali per 

creare una loro identità distinta oppure degli achievement da mostrare per 

veicolare la competizione insieme alle proprie posizioni in classifiche globali e 

parziali.” 19 

Così come la gamification permette la creazione di rapporti interpersonali, anche nella 

realtà della didattica ludica ciò può essere utile per sviluppare relazioni stabili fra i vari 

studenti. Oltre a renderli attivi e consapevoli della loro acquisizione, aiuta anche nel 

stimolarli verso l’autonomia e la concentrazione per portare a termine gli obiettivi 

preposti con maggiore motivazione. Inoltre, il docente può seguire gli studenti più da 

vicino, può osservare il loro metodo di apprendimento senza intimorirli, assumendo la 

funzione di facilitatore nel gioco, tuttavia, nel suo ruolo di docente, deve aver sempre 

ben chiari gli obiettivi e le regole che si propone all’inizio dell’attività. 

Dopo questi chiarimenti riguardanti il gioco e la gamification in didattica, si 

esporranno le differenze che stanno alla base fra didattica ludica e gamification. 

Sostanzialmente, le due operano su livelli distinti: la prima si applica in campo 

metodologico, utilizzando il gioco come strumento principale per sviluppare abilità e 

raggiungere determinate mete educative e didattiche; a differenza, la seconda lavora 

sulla motivazione, utilizzando dinamiche e meccaniche provenienti dai giochi per 

modificare i comportamenti dei giocatori, tanto nel gioco quanto nella realtà. La 

gamification quindi, viene riconosciuta come strategia motivazionale. La definizione 

di strategia che punta alla motivazione viene data dal psicolonguista Dörnyei Z. (1998), 

(Dörnyei Z., 2001, p. 28): 20 

“ Motivational strategies refer to those motivational influences that are 

consciously exerted to achieve some systematic and enduring positive effect.” 

Da questa definizione si evince che la gamification è propriamente una strategia 

																																																								
19 http://www.gamification.it/gamification/introduzione-alla-gamification/ (Alittleb.it s.r.l., 2016)  
20 Dörnyei Z. (2001) p.28: su Lombardi I. (2013) EL.LE, vol.2, num. 3, pg. 659 Traduzione all’italiano: 
“ Le strategie motivazionali si riferiscono a quegli influssi motivazionali che vengono impiegati per 
raggiungere degli effetti sistematici, positivi e duraturi nel corso del tempo.”  
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vocata alla motivazione e alla ricaduta di quest’ultima sui comportamenti abituali del 

giocatore, (Kapp K.M., 2012, p. 106): 

“ But it can also be used for teaching problem solving, improving hand-eye 

coordination, and even helping people lose weight.” 21 

L’uso di attività con aspetti gamificati nell’ambito didattico può certamente agevolare 

anche altre abilità nei giocatori come la coordinazione ed il problem solving. 

Addentriamoci ora nelle differenze pratiche fra didattica ludica e gamification. 

Nei giochi didattici ci sono delle regole e obiettivi fissati in precedenza che tutti 

devono raggiungere, si sviluppano in sfide in cui ci sarà un vincitore ed un perdente, 

sebbene possano esistere dei riscontri favorevoli anche per quest’ultimi, tuttavia è 

necessario trasformare i contenuti per adattarli il più possibile al contesto del gioco. Al 

contrario, per quanto riguarda la gamification nella realtà didattica, le attività non si 

svolgono limitatamente in ambiente scolastico, ma possono continuare nella vita reale 

degli studenti perché solitamente si opera nella sfera virtuale. Esistono varie attività 

che permettono di assegnare punti di gratifica agli studenti, e non necessariamente ci 

saranno dei vincitori e dei perdenti poiché il punteggio viene assegnato in base alle 

capacità, ma anche per motivare e rendere più attivi gli studenti verso il 

raggiungimento di altri obiettivi. Diversamente dai giochi, i materiali necessari sono 

relativamente pochi e per la strutturazione delle attività non bisogna investire troppo 

tempo, allo stesso modo i contenuti non si adattano al contesto del gioco, perché è il 

contesto della realtà quello in cui essi si sviluppano, poichè si sfruttano semplicemente 

le meccaniche di gioco per mettere in atto i contenuti dell’attività. Un altro elemento 

che separa gamification e giochi è la presenza di una storia che racchiude l’attività 

(Kapp K.M., 2012, p. 41): 

“ While not all games have a story narrative behind them, storytelling is an 

essential part of the gamification of learning and instruction. The element of 

‘story’ provides relevance and meaning to the experience. It provides context for 

																																																								
21

 Kapp K.M. (2012) Traduzione all’italiano: “ Ma può anche essere usata per insegnare il problem 
solving, sviluppare la coordinazione occhio-mano, e persino aiutare a perdere peso.” 
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the application of tasks.” 22 

La storia è un elemento che apporta una cornice contestuale per gli studenti e permette 

loro di riconoscere la chiave pragmatica dell’attività. In questo senso, i giochi vengono 

elaborati come momenti fini a sé stessi, mentre le attività gamificate sono percepite 

come elementi che continuano lungo il tempo. Proprio per questo, la differenza 

sostanziale fra il gioco tradizionale e la tecnica gamificata risiede nella capacità di 

quest’ultima di riportare delle conseguenze nella realtà, modificando alcuni 

comportamenti o incentivando l’utilizzo di nuovi atteggiamenti da parte degli 

studenti.23 Soffermandoci sull’elemento storia, riteniamo sia fondamentale collegare 

questo aspetto con la memoria episodica. Questa viene utilizzata per acquisire nella 

memoria a lungo termine informazioni che riguardano esperienze di vita con tempi e 

luoghi specifici. L’uso di un contesto ben strutturato e vivido nella realtà gamificata 

permette lo sviluppo di una memoria episodica con enormi potenzialità poiché (Kapp 

K.M., 2012, p. 68): 

“ The importance of episodic memory for learning is to provide a schema for the 

learner that enables him or her to quicky and easily recall information related to 

the application of knowledge to a particular situation.” 24 

Come spiegato da Kapp, la memoria episodica facilita lo studente attraverso la 

creazione di associazioni fra le nozioni da acquisire e il contesto creato dal gioco. Ciò 

rappresenta un fattore positivo per lo studente che acquisisce più velocemente e 

accuratamente, proprio perché per il cervello umano è più semplice apprendere 

elementi inseriti in una costruzione narrativa, come all’interno di una storia (Kapp 

K.M., 2012, p. 168): 

“ The story element of a game can help to encode the content more richly in the 

																																																								
22 Kapp M. K. (2012) Traduzione all’italiano: “ Mentre non tutti i giochi non sono basati su una storia, 
lo storytelling è una parte essenziale della gamification dell’apprendimento e dell’istruzione. 
L’elemento ‘storia’ apporta rilevanza e significato all’esperienza. Apporta il contesto per la 
realizzazione delle richieste.” 
23 http://dida.orizzontescuola.it/news/gamification-nella-didattica-il-processo-le-regole-e-i-personaggi-
del-processo-di 
24

Kapp K.M. (2012) Traduzione all’italiano: “ L’importanza della memoria episodica 
nell’apprendimento è quella di offrire uno schema per gli studenti che permetta loro di rievocare 
velocemente e con semplicità le informazioni collegate all’applicazione della conoscenza stessa in una 
situazione specifica.” 
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learners’ brains and help them recall facts when needed.” 25 

Perciò, la creazione di un contesto narrativo permette una migliore acquisizione per lo 

studente, rispetto alla presentazione di elementi in una lista. Da questo punto di vista, 

la gamification risulta essere una strategia ben organizzata per essere piacevole per gli 

studenti e utile tanto nell’aspetto pratico, quanto in quello mnemonico. La 

gamification si sviluppa in maniera divertente, ma non come intrattenimento. Infatti, 

quest’ultimo risulta essere un elemento fondante dei giochi, che nella gamification 

passa in secondo piano rispetto ai contenuti proprio perché lo scopo primario di questa 

tecnica è quello di educare gli studenti nei vari aspetti della loro vita, non vincolandosi 

solamente all’apprendimento scolastico. Inoltre, come riportato da una ricerca svolta 

dall’imprenditore Yann Teyssier nel suo articolo Games for Corporate Training: What 

eLearning Professionals need to know (6 giugno 2016): 

“ The results found were self-explanatory. Those who played eLearning games 

ended up with: 

• 11% higher factual knowledge than those who used other learning methods. 

• 14% higher skill-based knowledge than those who used other learning 

methods. 

• 9% higher retention rate than those who used other learning methods.” 26 

Ciò significa che le tecniche gamificate permettono una maggiore acquisizione e una 

maggiore possibilità da parte degli studenti di ricordare le informazioni acquisite, oltre 

a divertirli e interessarli poiché si tratta di giocare un gioco in un ambiente dove loro si 

sentono a proprio agio, in cui possono muoversi praticamente e ricevere dei riscontri 

immediati rispetto alle loro prove. Tuttavia, si riconosce che vi sono innumerevoli 

difficoltà nell’applicazione della gamification nelle scuole, dovute ai cambiamenti 

																																																								
25 Kapp K.M. (2012) Traduzione all’italiano: “ L’elemento storia in un gioco permette di incastonare 
nel miglior modo il contenuto nelle menti degli studenti e aiutarli nella rievocazione di questi elementi 
quando necessario.” 
26 www.elearningindustry.com; Traduzione all’italiano: “ I risultati ottenuti si spiegano da soli. Quelli 
che hanno giocato giochi eLearning hanno sviluppato: 

• 11% in più di conoscenza pratica rispetto a quelli che hanno utilizzato altri metodi 
d’apprendimento; 

• 14% in più di conoscenza basata sulle proprie capacità rispetto a quelli che hanno utilizzato 
altri metodi d’apprendimento; 

• 9% in più nel grado di ritenzione mnemonica rispetto a quelli che hanno utilizzato altri metodi 
d’apprendimento.”		
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tecnologici che si susseguono in questi ultimi decenni: 

“ Le fasce della popolazione che sono più soggette a questi cambiamenti sono 

senza dubbio quelle più giovani, nate in un mondo in cui la tecnologia è una 

presenza scontata e costante ed abituate fin dall’infanzia a convivere con essa. E 

qui entra per così dire in gioco il problema relativo ai sistemi educativi odierni: 

per questi ragazzi adattarsi a canoni e processi educativi pensati per le 

generazioni passate, prive di tutti gli stimoli e le distrazioni a cui invece loro 

sono oggi soggetti, diventa ogni giorno più problematico con risultati via via 

sempre più deludenti.” 27 

Infatti, la gamification in ambiente didattico può essere vista come un elemento 

fuorviante, che distoglie la concentrazione degli studenti dallo studio e minimizza gli 

sforzi poiché si definisce come un’attività leggera di decondizionamento volta a 

riempire quegli spazi fra un’unità didattica e l’altra, tuttavia è necessario riconoscere 

che questo tipo di attività ha un enorme potenziale e può coinvolgere attivamente gli 

studenti poiché opera negli elementi che compongono la vita quotidiana di questi, 

come le loro consuetudini e i loro comportamenti. Purtroppo, ciò non è attuabile con 

continuità per la didattica, perché gli insegnanti non sono preparati come gli studenti 

ad affrontare l’uso di queste meccaniche di gioco in un ambiente scolastico, che 

secondo gli insegnanti meno giovani deve mantenere, in maniera tradizionale, come 

obiettivo primario l’acquisizione di argomenti seguendo le unità didattiche annuali 

senza adattarsi alle tecnologie in uso quotidianamente da parte degli studenti, sebbene 

bisognerebbe favorire le esigenze degli studenti, semplificando loro il processo di 

apprendimento attraverso l’uso di mezzi vicini alle loro conoscenze e perciò sfruttando 

il più possibile il contributo che può essere dato dalle tecnologie.  

Un’altra criticità che si può riscontrare nella didattica gamificata è quella di non 

attribuirle l’importanza che merita, perché, come nel gioco, si entra in contatto con 

delle dinamiche che possono sembrare applicabili solo ai bambini, tuttavia al contrario 

di quanto si possa pensare (Kapp K.M., 2014, p. 44): 

“ According to the Entertainment Software Association’s 2013 report ‘Gamers 

Over 50 Study: You’re Never Too Old to Play,’ 48 percent of adults age 50 and 

older say they play video games. Some 80 percent of those play weekly, while 

																																																								
27 http://www.gamification.it/gamification/gamification-ed-educazione-un-nuovo-approccio/ 
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45 percent play daily.” 28 

Ciò significa che non è propriamente vero che gli adulti non giochino del tutto 

o non giochino online perché la gamification si applica nella realtà propria dei 

vari studenti e quindi è facilmente applicabile anche a studenti adulti, alla loro 

vita e ai loro interessi, rendendo più accattivante e autonomo l’apprendimento, 

proprio perché una caratteristica fondamentale della gamification è quella di 

adattarsi facilmente a chi la sta utilizzando poiché essa stessa viene modellata 

sull’ambiente che circonda lo studente, facendo tesoro delle caratteristiche 

specifiche di questi; al contrario nei giochi è lo studente che deve adattarsi ad 

un metodo che gli viene presentato. 

 

 

4.1 La motivazione nella gamification 

 

Contrariamente a quanto si pensi, pur essendo un derivato dei giochi, 

nell’ambiente scolastico la gamification favorisce notevolmente la motivazione degli 

studenti rispetto alla materia che si sta affrontando proprio perché (Lombardi I., 2013, 

p. 657):  

“ Le sue coordinate psicologiche non sono sconosciute alla didattica delle lingue. 

La maggiore influenza si deve sicuramente alla teoria dell’auto-determinazione, 

costruita attorno a due punti cardine: la motivazione intrinseca e i tre bisogni 

fondamentali dell’uomo sociale: autonomia, competenza e relazionalità.” 

Come si può notare, la motivazione ha un forte impatto nell’apprendimento ( si veda il 

capitolo 5), ecco quindi che la gamification opera in questa direzione per stimolare gli 

studenti verso lo studio e la modifica dei propri atteggiamenti, apportando di 

conseguenza modifiche nella loro vita reale. La gamification sfrutta la motivazione e 

stimola gli studenti verso la creazione della propria identità personale basandosi sulla 

teoria dell’auto-determinazione e i suoi tre elementi principali: autonomia, competenza 

e relazionalità. Tutto ciò viene svolto sfruttando le grandi opportunità delle 

																																																								
28 Kapp K.M. (2014) Traduzione all’italiano: “ Secondo l’inchiesta ‘Gamers Over 50 Study: You’re 
Never Too Old to Play’ svolta nel 2013 dall’Entertainment Software Association, il 48% degli adulti da 
50 anni in su dichiara che gioca ai video games. Circa l’80% di questi gioca settimanalmente, mentre il 
45% gioca quotidianamente.” 
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meccaniche dei videogiochi, attraverso le quali si crea un percorso di crescita a livelli. 

Come riportato da Zichermann e Cunningham, le varie tappe si basano sulle capacità 

del giocatore, che parte dalla fase di onboarding, dove troverà una richiesta 

semplicissima. Quest’ultima lo spingerà a continuare il suo cammino in salita lungo i 

progression stairs, supportato dall’entusiasmo della facilità del task e dalla 

motivazione di scoprire cosa c’è dopo ogni livello. 29 

 

 

Attraverso quello che è stato presentato nei capitoli dedicati alla gamification, si 

evince che questa strategia movitazionale così innovativa, ha innumerevoli 

potenzialità a livello didattico e, in particolar modo, glottodidattico. Bisogna 

riconoscere che è una grande sfida sia per i docenti che per gli studenti, che devono 

adattarsi ad una nuova concezione di organizzazione delle lezioni. Certo è, che la 

tradizione continuerà ad avere un forte impatto nella didattica, ma con questo nostro 

lavoro, intendiamo prendere spunti positivi da entrambi per mescolarli in un percorso 

che possa essere stimolante verso l’apprendimento, innovativo nelle tecniche, e 

soprattuto che si basi sugli studenti e i loro bisogni. 

 

 

4.2 Il flow 

 

Lo psicologo Mihály Csíkszentmihályi (1975) ideò la teoria del flusso basandosi 

sulle capacità di decisione dell’uomo, che è in grado di scegliere coscientemente su 

																																																								
29 Lombardi I. (2013) EL.LE, vol. 2, num.3, pg. 658 

Figure	5:	Percorso	gamificato 
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cosa dirigere la propria attenzione. Nonostante ciò, quando si trova in uno stato di flow, 

l’individuo è assorto nell’attività che sta svolgendo, tanto da estraniarsi da tutto ciò 

che lo circonda. 

Questa teoria è stata ripresa dai game designer all’interno delle proposte 

gamificate poiché il flow, chiamato anche esperienza ottimale, è lo stato mentale che i 

creatori di attività gamificate tentano di far provare ai loro giocatori. La persona che 

sperimenta il flow è totalmente immersa in ciò che sta svolgendo, sia mentalmente che 

fisicamente, poiché si trova in un flusso di pensiero che giace fra noia e frustrazione. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I designer di attività gamificate non possono assicurare il flow per i propri giocatori, 

ma certamente possono creare le condizioni affinchè esso si verifichi poiché (Kapp 

K.M., 2012, p. 71): 

“ Flow is experienced when the challenge facing a person is in almost perfect 

balance with the person’s level of skill and abilities – he or she can accomplish 

the task, but it will take concentration, blocking out distractions, and a high level 

of effort.” 30 

																																																								
30 Kapp K.M. (2012) Traduzione all’italiano: “Il flow viene sperimentato quando la prova che sta 
affrontando una persona è perfettamente bilanciata con il livello di competenza e delle abilità della 

Figure	6:	Il	flow 
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Da ciò si evice che il designer deve calibrare nel miglior modo possibile le 

competenze dei suoi giocatori e suddividerle nei vari livelli di gioco in maniera che la 

difficoltà venga presentata ad ogni livello come una sfida sostenibile che non minaccia 

tanto le conoscenze, quanto la parte emozionale del giocatore. Per rendere possibile lo 

stato mentale del flow, sono necessarie otto componenti:  

- achivable task, ovvero un compito eseguibile con un leggero sforzo. Se il 

compito è troppo semplice, la noia prevale, al contrario se il compito risulta 

impossibile, il giocatore è frustrato; quindi in entrambi i casi, lo stato di flow 

non si verifica; 

- concentration, affichè il giocatore possa sperimentare il flow, questo deve 

essere concentrato tanto mentalmente quanto fisicamente nelle sue azioni; 

- clear goals, degli obiettivi chiari sono fondamentali per lo sviluppo di 

un’attività gamificata; 

- feedback, un continuo ed immediato responso alle azioni che vengono svolte 

aiutano il giocatore a mantenere la concentrazione e lo stato di flow; 

- effortless involvement, le componenti precedentemente presentate aiutano a far 

credere al giocatore che il suo impegno sia privo di sforzi, proprio perché 

essendo concentrato in una sfida adatta alle sue capacità, nessun pensiero 

esterno all’attività interferisce con ciò che sta svolgendo; 

- control over actions, il giocatore ritiene di avere un completo controllo delle 

sue azioni dato che ottiene delle risposte immediate ad ogni suo movimento; 

- concern for self disappears, il giocatore è talmente coinvolto dall’attività, che 

non riesce a pensare ad altro se non all’attività stessa e tutti i suoi bisogni 

vengono messi da parte durante il gioco; 

- loss of sense of time, come osservato nella componente precedente, il giocatore 

si focalizza solo nell’attività ed essendo in uno stato di flow, lo scorrere del 

tempo non è più calcolato. 

Dopo aver osservato le otto componenti che permettono ai giocatori di sviluppare 

questo flusso mentale durante un’attività gamificata, si può ossevare che in didattica, 

questo stato può essere ricercato creando un ambiente classe che incoraggi gli studenti 

																																																																																																																																																																
persona – che è in grado di portare a termine il compito, ma ciò implica l’uso di concentrazione, un 
blocco dalle distrazioni e un alto livello d’impegno.” 
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a ricercare il flow. Quest’ultimo può favorire lo studio e rendere piacevole 

l’acquisizione di alcuni argomenti particolarmente complessi, inoltre può certamente 

abbassare il filtro affettivo degli studenti e rendere lo studio accattivante. 31 Tuttavia, è 

necessario ricordare che il flow è uno stato raro da ottenere, soprattutto perché si basa 

su delle variabili personali particolarmente distintive quali le emozioni; che però può 

essere perseguibile grazie alle componenti precedentemente esposte. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
31

 Kapp K. M., 2012, p. 73 
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Chapter 5 

THE MOTIVATION 

 

 

The motivation is an important element to take into consideration when realizing 

a teaching programme based on students because it is focused on their willing. The 

teacher has constantly to observe the motivation of his students and encourage them in 

the process of acquisition as explained since the ‘60s by the scholars of the Venetian 

school: Titone, Freddi and Balboni. 

At this moment, it would be important to present the ego-dynamic model of 

Titone (1973) because it is based on the students, the context they are living in and 

their personal projects for the future. However we would like to introduce this chapter 

observing the tri-polar model of Balboni (1994), (Balboni P.E., 2012, p. 86): 

“ Acquisire è uno sforzo: la mente deve «accomodare» (per usare il termine di 

Piaget) in memoria le nuove informazioni, integrarle nella propria architettura e 

ciò comporta anche un ridisegno delle sinapsi, cioè dei collegamenti chimico-

elettrici tra i neuroni del cervello. Quindi l’hardware e il software mentale 

compiono uno sforzo notevole: l’energia per fare questo – e per sostenere anche 

le fatiche sociali di un corso di lingua – è costituita dalla motivazione.” 

Balboni explains in a few lines what motivation exactly is. Motivation is the push that 

makes the gears of acquisition move. 

In the opinion of this scholar, in his tri-polar model, the motivation can be of 

three different natures, duty, pleasure and need, and they develop at the angles of a 

triangle. The more relevant one of them is, the more trivial the others are. These 

typologies exist according to the strategy the students have in their process of 

acquisition to reach an objective. The students and their perceptions on the different 

subjects’ activities are the focus of this view on motivation. 
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As it can be seen on the picture thanks to the cross, duty is not a type of motivation 

that brings the students to the acquisition because the affective filter is on and blocks 

the memorization of information. Therefore, the teacher has to support the students in 

order to avoid this typology of motivation. Duty can be hetero-directed, which means 

that there is an external factor that drives it, or self-directed, which is based on the 

social image every student has of himself, but it is not durable and in the same way it 

does not lead to meaningful acquisition.  

Pleasure is the most important type of motivation and concerns specifically the 

right hemisphere of the brain. However, if it is combined with the left one it can create 

a passion in what the students are studying and consequently it can bring them to build 

up their future on this passion. That is why the teacher has to use methodologies that 

support the students’ feelings and good emotions of pleasure.  

Need implies the left hemisphere that is rational and conscious in the process of 

acquisition, although it has some limitations. The students have to feel they have this 

need to activate the motivation, moreover once they have satisfied the need, their 

motivation collapses. That is to say that it brings to meaningful acquisition just for 

little time. 

The playful language teaching methodology involves the affective-humanist 

approach in which the heart factor is the main characteristic. This means that in this 

approach the students are considered as human beings with emotions and fears. The 

motivation is created upon the good emotions the students have and on their pleasure. 

Figure	7:	Balboni's	tri-polar	model 
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As a result, it could find difficulties in developing if the fears create a sort of block. 

Krashen (1982) called this bad event affective filter (Krashen S., 1982, p. 32): 

“ The filter hypothesis explains why it is possible for an acquirer to obtain a great 

deal of comprehensible input, and yet stop short (and sometimes well short) of 

the native speaker level. When this occurs, it is due to the affective filter.” 

According to Krashen, the affective filter creates difficulties to the students in their 

process of acquisition but he continues claiming that the primary causative is the input 

the students receive. The affective variables as motivation, self-confidence and anxiety 

are only an impediment or a facilitation in the delivery of the input to the language 

acquisition device (LAD) of each student. 

 

The picture above shows that the teachers have not only to supply a comprehensible 

input to the students and create a context in which the affective filter is off. He has 

also to remember constantly the existence of the affective variables that are specific 

for each student, that is to say in the words of Krashen that (Krashen S., 1982, p. 32): 

“ The input hypothesis and the concept of the Affective Filter define the language 

teacher in a new way. The effective language teacher is someone who can 

provide input and help make it comprehensible in a low anxiety situation.” 

Another expert on this topic is Gardner (1985), who studied motivation in 

different researches made on English speaking students acquiring French as a Second 

Language in Canada. Gardner talked about motivation as a group of four elements 

(Gardner R.C., 1985, p. 30):  

“ Motivation involves four aspects, a goal, effortful behaviour, a desire to attain 

the goal and favourable attitudes toward the activity in question.“ 

Figure	8:	Krashen's	affective	filter 
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Motivation is made of a goal because an activity has always to end in something and 

the activity of learning a foreing language necessarily ends in reaching a goal. During 

the activity it is the desire to attain that goal that allows the students to keep focused 

on the process and acquire the language. The desire leads the students to modify their 

behaviour in order to be effective and goal-oriented, but at the same time the attitudes 

of the students towards the activity need to be favourable to support the motivation. 

According to Gardner there are two different typologies of motivation that differ 

in the composition of the four aspects: the integrative and the instrumental motivation, 

the former is explained as (Gardner R.C., 1985, p. 82): 

“ To provide a summary description, this total configuration is referred to as an 

integrative motive, which is defined as a motivation to learn a second language 

because of positive feelings toward the community that speaks that language.”  

The integrative motivation drives the students to their integration in the community 

that speaks the language they are acquiring. It is a sort of will of identification with the 

foreign culture. While the instrumental motivation guides the students to learn the 

language to satisfy their needs of knowing the language to communicate with the 

foreign people, probably for commercial interests but not for a cultural exchange with 

them (Clément R., Dörnyei Z., Noels K.A., 1994, p. 420): 

“ Dörnyei contended that ‘foreign language learning’ in a classroom setting could 

not logically involve attitudes towatd the L2 community, because learners have 

little or no contact with members of the L2 group. Hungarians would learn 

English as a lingua franca to link them with the rest of the world, facilitating 

trade and travel and conveying international knowledge and cultural products.” 

In other words, the instrumental motivation is strongly related to the study of a foreign 

language, and it is labelled as instrumental because the language is thought as an 

instrument to obtain what is necessary. It continues by saying that (Clément R., 

Dörnyei Z., Noels K.A., 1994, p. 421): 

“ Dörnyei hyphotesized that, in such contexts, the instrumental orientation may 

acquire a special importance, and the individual’s L2-related affectively based 

motivation would be determined by a more general disposition toward language 

learning and the values the L2 conveys rather that ethnocutural attitudes toward 

the L2 community.” 
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Here, Dörnyei (1995) explains that the difference between instrumental and integrative 

motivation lies in the disposition of the students. However we can compare the 

definitions above with those of Gardner and Lambert and observe that they are quite 

the same (Gardner R.C., Lambert W.E., 1972, p. 132): 

“ We saw many possible forms the student’s orientation could take, two of which 

we looked at in some detail: an ‘instrumental’ outlook, reflecting the practical 

value and advantages of learning a new language, and an ‘integrative’ outlook, 

reflecting a sincere and personal interest in the people and culture represented by 

the other group. It was our hunch that an integrative orientation would sustain 

better the long-term motivation needed for the very demanding task of second-

language learning.” 

 That is to say that if the students are attracted by the culture of a community, they will 

acquire the language to integrate as much as possibile in the society speaking that 

language. Conversely, if the students are oriented to language acquisition because of 

the values a language has in communication, they will approach to it in an 

instrumental way. This sort of motivation is recognized as weaker confronted with the 

integrative one because it refers to a need and once satisfied it disappears, as explained 

before referring to Balboni’s tri-polar model. 

Few years later the psycholinguist Dörnyei exposed what theorized by Gardner 

and Lambert in a more interesting way. He developed it in three levels that focus on 

the image the students have of themselves and the possibile image they would build 

upon in their future. The possible selves involve the students thoughts in the sense that 

are recognized as long-term goals to reach in a realistic future in a situation of Second 

Language (Dörnyei Z., 2014, p. 521): 

“ Form the point of view of learning and teaching, one type of possible self, the 

ideal self, is of particularly relevance because it involves the characteristics that 

someone would ideally like to possess.” 

The ideal self is a sort of self-guide to the future because it has a considerable power 

that allows the students to project themselves in the position they would like to have in 

the future. The discrepancy between the actual self, that the students are experiencing 

in the present life, and the ideal one is not that much but the students try to reduce it. 

The second typology of motivation related to the people is the ought-to self (Dörnyei 
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Z., 2014, p. 521): 

“ A complementary self-guide that has educational relevance is the ought-to self, 

which involves attributes that someone believes he or she ought to possess.” 

This view concerns personal responsabilities in the society in order to avoid negative 

experiences in the future. The ough-to self may bear little resemblance to the ideal 

position the students would like to reach, but for a certain reason it is a sense of duty 

that comes from the outside.  

The last image created on the person is that connected to the enviroment that 

sorrounds the students (Dörnyei Z., 2014, p. 521): 

“ This is justified by the observation that for some language learners the 

motivation to learn a language does not come from internally or externally 

generated future self-images but from successful learning experiences.” 

The learning experience involves the specific situation of the students, which develops 

their motivation on an experience they have lived because of a well-organized 

enviroment or a positive impact of the teacher or of the classroom. 

To resume till now, the students can develop different typologies of motivation 

in the process of acquisition of a foreign language. It could be driven from a need or a 

pleasure and it could be based on the self-image of the students, but it can also change 

accordingly to the behaviour of the people around them. 

The playful language teaching has a huge potential in keeping the attention of 

the students longer than other methodologies. In addition, it allows the students to be 

open-minded to the lessons stimuli because they are actively and affectively 

partecipating in the game-like activities. However, even in this methodology the 

motivation is important and it can develop in two different ways, as intrinsic or 

extrinsic motivation, accordingly to the emotions of the students and the environment 

they are living in. These two ways of recognizing the motivation are similar to those 

presented before but they are specifically related to the language acquisition. 

Intrinsic motivation takes place when the students are active and responsible in 

their acquisition because (Caon F., 2004, p. 18): 

“ Possiamo parlare di motivazione intrinseca quando si crea una situazione per 
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cui lo studente prova interesse, desiderio, curiosità, piacere nell’imparare.” 

Caon continues by talking about extrinsic motivation saying that (Caon F., 2004, p. 

18): 

“ Si parla di motivazione estrinseca, invece, quando le ragioni che stanno alla 

base dell’apprendimento non sono legate al piacere personale, autodiretto, ma 

hanno stretti legami con fattori esterni quali, ad esempio, la gratificazione o la 

‘ricompensa’ da parte dell’insegnante (un buon voto); quando, cioè, sono 

vincolate da rinforzi eterodiretti che possono avere ricadute non sempre positive 

per il processo di maturazione in alcune abilità di studio dello studente e, anzi, 

possono presentare seri rischi sul piano della persistenza della motivazione.” 

This type of motivation can develop a sort of dependence between the student and the 

teacher. It blocks the student to use cognitive strategies and making him less 

autonomous in his acquisition because he learns on the basis of what the reinforcement 

given by the teacher is. It has to be considered that intrinsic motivation has to be 

created as well as the extrinsic one, and even more it needs to be developed when the 

students show it spontaneously. The teacher has to create a joyful atmosphere in the 

classroom and use stimulating techniques based on the students’ needs and interests to 

motivate them in an intrisic way. By doing so, he guides them towards autonomy 

avoiding any type of filters and promoting the students as protagonists in the activities 

and in their acquisition process This is possible even in play techniques, where it is 

easier for the teacher to be a mere referee among the players, who are the protagonists 

of their own game. The stimuli can be woken up just by playing because it develops as 

an activity that is well-liked from the students. They feel that the anxiety goes down in 

a game-like activity because a game is based on pleasure and spontaneity. It allows 

them to have a better performance, that sustains their motivation along the process of 

acquisition. Taking it into language learning, the motivation is profound because it has 

a pragmatic end, which is to communicate and reach personal objectives. In this sense, 

the linguistic competence results fundamental for the student’s self realization. 

In the gamification context, the motivation is a key concept. Even in this field 

there is a substantial difference between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation because the 

former is seen as (Kapp K.M., 2012, p. 52): 

“ This is when a person undertakes an activity for his own sale, for the enjoyment 
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it provides, the learning it permits, or the feeling of accomplishment it evokes. 

[…] Intrinsic motivation is when the rewards come from carrying out an activity 

rather than from the result of the activity.” 

Conversely, extrinsic motivation is (Kapp K.M., 2012, p. 52): 

“ Extrinsically motivated behavior, on the other hand, is bahavior undertaken in 

order to obtain some reward or avoid punishment.” 

By these definitions we can observe that the basis is the same between motivation in 

teaching and in gamification. That is to say that they can be mixed up easily and add 

quality to the activity because of their strong proximity in characteristics. Kapp 

continues specifying that the intrinsic motivation derived from three needs of the 

social human being (as presented before in chapter 4 with Lombardi I.), in which the 

Self-Determination Theory (SDT) is recognized. This theory explains how people can 

be motivated to perform an activity without external conditioners (Kapp K.M., 2012, p. 

63): 

“ One of the first elements of SDT is autonomy which is the feeling a person has 

that they are in control and can determine the outcome of their actions.”  

Autonomy is one of the main aspects pursued by teaching methodologies as the other 

two elements of the SDT (Kapp K.M., 2012, p. 64): 

“Another key aspect of the theory is competence. The concept of competence is 

defined as need for challenge and feeling of mastery.” 

Competence is intrisecally motivating because it creates a challenging situation, in 

which people tend to demonstrate their capability by trying to be recognized as the 

champions. This is strong related to the agon games, in which players exercise along 

the time to be prepareted for the competition. In other words it means that people work 

to reach competence and demonstrate that they have mastered it. The last element of 

the theory that focuses self-determination is (Kapp K.M., 2012, p. 64): 

“ The third major element in SDT is the concept of relatedness. Relatedness is 

experienced when a person feels connected to others.” 

We have seen this aspect several times in the game chapters. Relatedness among other 

people and the creation of relationships is socially relevant and a purpose of language 

teaching. Thanks to Kapp we have seen that motivation is fundamental both for 
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gamified activities and teaching methodologies, but we would like to confirm the great 

significance in motivation of school game-like activities by saying that (Kapp K.M., 

2012, p. 64): 

“ Researchers have found evidence that “ the psychological ‘pull’ of games is 

largely due to their capacity to engender feelings of autonomy, competence and 

relatedness, and to the extent they do so they not only motivate further play, but 

also can be experienced as enhancing physiological wellness.” 32 

The motivation given by games is based on pleasure and personal wellness. Indeed the 

players can work on their social needs: autonomy, competence and relatedness and 

take advantages from them because they are totally concentrated in what they are 

doing that they do not take negative filters into consideration. The greatest 

characteristic of games and, consequently, of gamification is that of create a positive 

context in which players are stimulated to pursue their personal progression in learning 

and in their social behaviour. In conclusion, motivation is the key concept of teaching 

and the teachers have the resposibility to light it up in their students.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
32 Kapp K.M. (2012) p.64, in Ryan, R.M., Rigby, C.S., & Przybylski, A. (2006) The motivational pull of 
video games: A self-determination theory approach. Motivation and Emotion, 30, 347-364.  
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II PART 

 

 

Chapter 6 

THE BOARD GAME RISIKO! JUNIOR 

 

 

RisiKo! Junior is a development for children of the famous board game Risk!. In 

this chapter we will focus on this game to describe its charatersitics and how it is 

structured in order to make readers understand how to play it and than follow 

effectively the following chapters based on its utilization. 33 

RisiKo! Junior is a board game made by Editrice Giochi S.r.l. in 2009, for 

children from an age of six and it can be played only in group from two to five players. 

It is based on the adult version Risk! but it develops in a fantastic enviroment (see the 

picture below), where the aim is to defeat a common enemy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
33 RisiKo! Junior regolamento, Editrice Giochi S.r.l., (2009); www.editricegiochi.it  

Figure 9: RisiKo! Junior gameboard 
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The gameboard is the representation of an archipelago of six islands. These are 

split into six areas as well, which are numbered in double figures according to the 

numbers available on a dice. To explain it better let us bring an example: on the image 

below, you can see that the island has numbers from 11 to 16 because the dices are 

numbered from 1 to 6. Continuing in this way all the islands have territories that have 

numbers possible only by rolling the dices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The island in the middle of the archipelago is called Centrisola and it is the 

headquarter of the black carranimati (animated tanks, see chapter 6.2). The aim of the 

game is to conquer the volcano area in the middle or to remove all the black 

carranimati from the gameboard. To do so, the players have to co-operate because it is 

impossible to defeat the enemies if working alone. Initially the players have only one 

territory in the middle of each island of the Toys Archipelago and they are surrounded 

by black territories but during the matches they can conquer new territories, as the 

black carranimati do. The attacks can be done only against adjacent territories or 

between territories connected from bridges. 

The battlefield has to be preparated following the further instructions: you have 

to put three black carranimati on the volcano area in Centrisola and on the other 

territories two black carranimati. Whereas on the other islands you have to put two 

coloured carranimati in the middle territories and one black carranimato in the other 

Figure	10:	RisiKo!	Junior	Centrisola	island 
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territories around them. The territories can be controlled from a single colour a time 

and every territory has to be occupied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The game starts by drawing the top card of the deck, which choose the colour of 

the first player. On the card there will be written a special action to do (we will present 

the special actions later). The player takes a carranimato as a reinforcement and put it 

on the territories occupied by him only if in the territory chosen there are less than 

three carranimati, otherwise no reinforcement will be put. Then the player continues 

with the special action written on the card and then he starts a battle to conquer a black 

territory. If the player boarders only with coloured territorieries, he can attack them or 

choose not to fight. At the end of the player’s turn, he can choose to move one or two 

of his carranimati to adjacent territories belonging to him.  

When the player has finished, it is the turn of the black army to play. The player 

has to play for it by rolling a white dice and a black one in order to select arbitrarily a 

territory. If this territory is occupied by the black army, the player has to reinforce the 

territory with a black carranimato, but only if there are less than three carranimati, 

otherwhise nothing would be done. On the other hand, if the territory belongs to the 

coloured armies, two black carranimati attack the territory and this battle ends only 

Figure	11:	The	carranimati	starting	position	
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when carranimati of a single colour are on the area.  

The battles work only between two adjacent territories either from earth or from 

a bridge, but on the attacking territory there should be at least two carranimati. The 

two parts roll a different number of dices according to the number of the carranimati 

present in each territory and they add up the numbers on their dices. Who has the 

highest number wins and has to eliminate a carranimato of the enemy. If the sums are 

the same, the defender wins. When the defender loses his last territory, the attacker has 

to occupy the new territory with a carranimato coming from the attacking territory. 

Then he can choose wheather to continue attacking other territories or to end his turn. 

Now that we have explained the general rules of RisiKo! Junior we would like to 

focus on the special actions and understand how they affect the game. There are six 

special actions that are drawn on the cards. We will present them according to the 

order of the official rules.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the special action Attacco a sorpresa, the player that has to play, has to eliminate 

a coloured carranimato in the island drawn in the card, but only if it is not the last 

carranimato of the last territory. In this case the special action is not played.  

With the Aeropiatto card, the player can eliminate a black carranimato in a territory he 

wants all over the map. As the Attacco a sorpresa, this special action can be played 

only if there are more than one carranimato on a territory.  

Another special card is the Perepè, that allows the player to play two turns rather than 

one.  

The Rinforzi special action is important for either parts of the battle. The player has to 

Figure 12: Special actions cards 
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choose arbitrarily three territories by rolling a black dice and a white one. These 

territories receive a carranimato as reinforcement, only if there are not three 

carranimati yet. In case of presence of three carranimati on a territory, the roll of dice 

is not done over. The reinforcements can help the coloured players, but also the black 

part, because the dices choose by chance. 

Sopramarino is a special action that allows the players to attack a territory wherever 

they want on the map for just one attack, because the Sopramarino creates bridges 

between the two territories involved. If the black territory has more than one 

carranimato, the attack can continue until the elimination of the last carranimato. 

The last special action is Scivolacarri. This card forbids the black army to play in a 

turn. 

The game ends when the coloured carranimati can reach and conquer the 

volcano territory in Centrisola. In case of conquest, the players win, but this attack can 

be validated only if the amount of territories belonging to the black army on the 

archipelago is smaller than the coloured properties. At the end of the match, the 

winner among the players is who has more territories than the others. If in a tie, the 

player that conquered the volcano territory is the winner. 

 

 

6.1 RisiKo! Junior from a teaching point of view 

 

Speaking about teaching the board game RisiKo! Junior is adapt to make students 

co-operate together to find a same solution because the game can be won by the 

coloured armies only if the players collaborate against the enemy. So it can be used to 

create a good climate in the class in order to motivate the students to work together 

and reach a common objective using the foreing language as much as possibile. A 

good climate is useful for the teacher because the students are motivated in that subject 

and their affective filter is off during the lessons. In addition they are stimulated to 

produce sentences in the foreign language and participate actively in the lesson 

because (Balboni P.E., 2012, p. 104): 
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“ Concepire gli studenti non come «compagni» bensì come «colleghi», persone 

legate insieme da un interesse e una professione, impegnati insieme in un 

processo di apprendiemento cooperativo”. 

The students can work together and be a support one to each other because (Balboni 

P.E., 2012, p. 105):  

“ Più menti che esplorano la lingua e i significati dei testi hanno infatti maggiori 

possibilità di riuscita (il che sostiene il piacere dell’apprendimento); inoltre, 

alcuni elementi oscuri per uno studente possono essere chiari per il collega con 

cui sta collaborando, per cui l’input gli viene reso comprensibile senza che si 

debba interpellare il docente, magari interrompendo una spiegazione o perdendo 

la faccia.”  

That is why it is important for the students to co-operate and this is perfectly possible 

in a context like a game in which the students are divided in little groups. The students 

have to decide together what action to play and they have to communicate with the 

other teams to reach a common objective, drive the match to an end and win. During 

the match the use of the language is not a mere exercise, but it is a vehicle to 

comunicate pragmatically to the others players. It has a function and the students learn 

the importance of knowing a foreign language because the message passes implicitly: 

“ If I can speak a foreign language, I can enjoy the game and win, in the same way if I 

can speak a foreign language in the real world, I can reach my objectives ”. Pragmatics 

is the capstone on games, because it allows the students to use the language to do 

something properly and not only to produce correct but meaningless sentences. 

 Moreover RisiKo! Junior is a game that can develop in other subjects in situation 

because there are many numbers, that is to say that it is useful in Maths in the Primary 

School because the use of more than one dice needs a mathematical operation to be 

done, and it useful to underline that it is done in the foreign language. In the following 

chapters will be presented our adaptation of the game in the school and in that moment 

it will be easier to notice how the other subjects can be included in the game. 
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6.2 RisiKo! Junior from an educational point of view 

 

From the educational point of view, RisiKo! Junior is an excellent board game, 

even though at first sight it could appear as a war game that teaches the students how 

to develop a strategy to fight against others and obtain individual benefits. Despite this, 

it hides remarkable qualities. 

In the first place it is important to notice that the usual tanks of the original game 

are manteined in their shape but not in their name because in Italian they are called 

carranimati rather than carri armati. In order to make it understand to non-Italian 

speakers, it means that the tanks are animated rather than armed, and the word 

animated is immediately connected to children’s vocabulary. This has been done to 

pass the intrinsic message that children has not to work for a war but they have just to 

play it because the carranimati are toys in a fantastic archipelogo. This element is 

essential for Editrice Giochi S.r.l.. In the official rules it is well explained because 

there is a story that tells how the problematic situation in the Toys archipelago 

happened. Briefly, the short story tells that during a strange day some little black 

plastic tanks started coming out from the volcano in the middle of the archipelago. 

Nobody knew who they were controlled from but they wanted to destroy all the other 

toys conquering every island in the archipelago. In this dramatic situation there were 

someone who wanted to help the toys and these were the coloured carranimati. 

Retracing the story created by Editrice Giochi S.r.l., it can be recognized that there is 

no evidence of someone controlling the black army, but we know that during the 

match the black army moves because the players have to play for the black 

carranimati when their single turns end. It is possible to observe therefore, that the 

enemy to defeat is a part of every single player, in other words their bad part, that want 

to control all the archipelago and eliminate the other players. It is for this reason that 

in the game it is impossible to eliminate completely a coloured player. They have to 

co-operate together to defend their territories, recongnizable with their good actions, 

and to eliminate the black carranimati, in which their bad attitudes are hidden. From 

an educational point of view it means that the two main contenders in the game are 

symbolically the two attitudes a person can have in a social context. Defeating the 
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black carranimati, the children refuse to behave negatively.  

Moreover, the use of colours for children is foundamental. They immediately 

recognize something wrong in the black carranimati because they have a dark colour, 

that is always connected to badness and presumption. Whereas the colours are 

symbols of joy and happiness, therefore they are linked to positivity. Besides the 

colours have to work together to reach a common objective. Here the message is to 

accept all the other playes, without discriminating someone because of their team 

colour. In reality, this can be developed as co-operation with everyone and differences 

acceptation because the collaboration brings to a common objective easier. 

Another aspect of this game is that it needs ability in waiting and concentration. 

The turns are chosen arbitrarily by drawing the cards. It means that the players have to 

respect the turns waiting for their colours to be drawn. This is a significant exercise for 

children, that can easily brought in their real life activities. In addition they need to 

have concentration in order to abide by the different steps a turn has. Besides, they 

have to keep concentrated while the others are playing because the black carranimati 

attacks can involve every territory, not only those of who is playing in that very 

moment 

 That is to say that it is a game that requires constant concentration and patience. 

The game is catching and each movement involves all the players, therefore it is 

simple for the players to keep quiet and maintain silence because they can exercise 

concentration and ability in waiting while playing.  
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Chapter 7 

THE CASE STUDY: AN ACTIVITY IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL 

 

 

In order to observe practically if our adaptation of the board game RisiKo! 

Junior can be used consistently in the school context, we will provide a report of an 

activity driven in the fifth class of a primary school. Our activity was driven by some 

questions about foreign language learning and the use of play techniques in language 

teaching.  

We theorized that our adaptation of RisiKo! Junior would be used as an usual 

activity in school that involves a lesson hour as a deconditioning activity between two 

acquisitional units. We investigated whether it would be an activity that is both 

amusing and useful from the teaching point of view. To do so, we analyzed the Italian 

national directions for foreign language teaching in primary schools and compared 

them with our objectives in order to make a correspondence as much as possible with 

the national project. As a second stage we adapted the game to the characteristics of 

the class we worked with to make it suitable according to their study programme and 

to the topics they already known. After the practical activity, we concluded by 

observing the results given by the students thanks to little questionaries, by the report 

of the teacher but also by tangible elements we brought in the game, which were 

useful for the teacher to prove the students’ competences. 

Further on there will be dedicated a chapter for the specific analysis of each of 

the aforementioned phases. In a first part it will be presented the correspondence 

between our objectives and the national directions for the primary schools in Italy. 

 

 

7.1 National directions for the Italian Primary School 

 

In Italy, there is not a specific national programme for the topics the students 
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have to acquire in the public primary school but there are some common indications 

valid for the schools in Italian territory. We observed what concerns the foreign 

language teaching in particular the English language in order to organize our game 

following the national indications.  

According to the Indicazioni nazionali per il curricolo della scuola dell’infanzia 

e del primo ciclo d’istruzione, written in September 2012 by the Ministero 

dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e della Ricerca following the indications of the 

presidential decree of March 2009, the foreign language objectives for the students at 

the end of the fifth class of the primary school are: 34 

“ Obiettivi di apprendimento al termine della classe quinta della scuola 

primaria 

Ascolto (comprensione orale) 

- Comprensione brevi dialoghi, istruzioni, espressioni e frasi di uso 

quotidiano se pronunciate chiaramente e identificare il tema generale di 

un discorso in cui si parla di argomenti conosciuti. 

- Comprendere brevi testi multimediali identificandone parole chiave e il 

senso generale. 

Parlato (produzione e interazione orale) 

- Descrivere persone, luoghi e oggetti familiari utilizzando parole e frasi 

già incontrate ascoltando e/o leggendo. 

- Riferire semplici informaizoni afferenti alla sfera personale, integrando il 

significato di ciò che si dice con mimica e gesti. 

- Interagire in modo comprensibile con un compagno o un adulto con cui si 

ha familiarità, utilizzando espressioni e frasi adatte alla situazione. 

Lettura (comprensione scritta) 

- Leggere e comprendere brevi e semplici testi, accompagnati 

preferibilmente da supporti visivi, cogliendo il loro significato globale e 

identificando parole e frasi familiari. 

Scrittura (produzione scritta) 

- Scrivere in forma comprensibile messaggi semplici e brevi per 

																																																								
34	MIUR, Indicazioni nazionali per il curricolo della scuola dell’infanzia e del primo ciclo d’istruzione 

(September 2012) pp. 37-39.	
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presentarsi, per fare gli auguri, per ringraziare o invitare qualcuno, per 

chiedere o dare notizie, ecc. 

Riflessione sulla lingua e sull’apprendimento 

- Osservare coppie di parole simili come suono e distinguere il significato. 

- Osservare parole ed espressioni nei contesti d’uso e coglierne i rapporti di 

significato. 

- Osservare la struttura delle frasi e mettere in relazione costrutti e 

intenzioni comunicative. 

- Riconoscere che cosa si è imparato e che cosa si deve imparare.” 

There is to take into consideration that those are the objectives to reach at the 

end of the fifth class of the primary school, whereas we proposed our activity in the 

first part of the school year. Therefore, the competences have not already been 

completely acquired by the students. However, our activity will work on them to make 

the teacher aware of the personal students’ situation from a different point of view. 

The characteristics of RisiKo! Junior have been adapted to use this board game 

in school according to the national directions indicated in the scheme above. We 

worked on two main skills that are the most difficult skills to develop in the process of 

foreign language learning: listening and speaking, besides we concentrate on the 

reading skill and the students’ reflection on the language and on their acquisition.  

In accord with the Italian indicazioni nazionali, talking about oral 

comprehension, we developed their first point, that is prepare the students to the 

comprehension of daily common dialogues, istructions and expressions that involve 

known topics. To do so, we worked only on the topics already studied in classroom 

focusing on the elements of the last acquisitional unit, which was tested a week before 

the activity. Indeed, our game was used in an hour between two different units as a 

deconditioning period.  

Concerning the speaking skill, we created some special moments during the 

game, in which the students could use the foreign language to describe objects, people 

and places and to tell personal information with the help of gestures if necessary. The 

main purpose was to make the students interact between them in the foreign language 

using expressions and sentences adapt to the situation and that are already known in 

addition to some new words presented during the activity. It has been done by using 
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images and objects to join the verbal communication to the object presentation. The 

interaction between the students would have been fruitful even if they had produced 

wrong expressions because they had the opportunity to use the foreign languge in a 

contextualized activity that needed a communication to be developed. Thus, it is true 

that (Balboni P.E., 2012, p. 104): 

“ L’obiezione di molti insegnanti alla collaborazione tra studenti è che questi non 

sono ancora esperti nella lingua, rappresentano modelli scadenti, quindi l’errore 

di uno studente può venir acquisito come forma corretta dal suo collega. Il rischio 

c’è: ma è minimo in rapporto alla quantità di input senza errori che viene offerta 

dai materiali e dal docente.” 

As Balboni explained, the co-operation between students brings enormous advantages 

even if it is possible that they learn something in a wrongful way but it is a duty of the 

teacher to solve it immediately. Besides it is important because the exercises that are 

usually presented to the students during the classes have not pragmatic sense. 

Conversely, in this activity, the communication is necessary to go on with the game. 

The students can use it freely and possibly they can communicate actively to reach 

their purpose: enjoy and win the game. This is the main aspect of the objectives of our 

activity because introduction to the national indications explains that: 35 

“ Nell’apprendimento delle lingue la motivazione nasce dalla naturale attitudine 

degli alunni a comunicare, socializzare interagire e dalla loro naturale 

propensione a ‘fare con la lingua’. L’insegnante avrà cura di alternare diverse 

strategie e attività: ad esempio proposte di canzoni, filastrocche, giochi con i 

compagni, giochi di ruolo, consegne che richiedono risposte corporee a 

indicazioni verbali in lingua.”  

The national indications for the primary school explain that the teacher has to structure 

the lessons by creating different activities, such as games, songs and roleplays to 

stimulate the students towards communication and socialization. These activities can 

develop motivation in the students that drive them to foreign language acquition. 

The reading skill was not consistently present in the game but it recognizable in 

the use of posters, in which new words related to the game were written next to an 

																																																								
35 MIUR, Indicazioni nazionali per il curricolo della scuola dell’infanzia e del primo ciclo d’istruzione 

(September 2012) p. 37.	
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image that symbolized that word. This was useful for the students in order to make 

them learn new lexicon and support their acquisition connecting the verbal memory 

with the visual one and further on relating them to the kinesthetic one because of the 

use of objects, having the name written on the posters, in the game. This is supported 

by Balboni (Balboni P.E., 2012, p. 207): 

“ Quanto alle tecniche (meglio sarebbe forse parlare di «strategie») per facilitare 

l’acquisizione di lessico, ricordiamo alcune categorie: 

accoppiare la memoria verbale con quella visiva 

Si tratta di combinare una parola e l’immagine del suo significato o a una parola e 

la vita reale; 

accoppiare la memoria verbale con quella cinesica 

Questa associazionie può essere perseguita legando il lessico a movimenti: si 

pensi alla classica filastrocca in cui i bambini danzano e contemporaneamente 

toccano e nominano il naso, le orecchie, la bocca ecc. seguendo gli ordini del 

leader del gioco.” 

The use of words and their image allows the students to acquire easier and better. It 

helps them to store the new words in the semantic memory in order to regain them 

later. Furthermore it is stronger if contextualized, creating semantic fields because 

(Balboni P.E., 2012, p. 208): 

“ È necessario lavorare su campi lessicali, visto che non si memorizzano singole 

parole ma complessi di parole interrelate a un «significato chiave».” 

That is to say that single words are not acquired from the students but if those words 

are connected between themselves by association or contrast, they are easier to 

acquire. On the image below, there is an example of how was structured the posters in 

order to make connection between images and words and to create semantic fields.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure	13:	Poster	example 
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The last aspect of the national indications for the primary school that we 

analyzed is the students’ reflection on the language and on their acquisition. At the 

end of the activity, we made some reflections with the students according to the words 

of the posters they learnt and let them observe what they acquired and what they 

needed to learn. Moreover, the structure of the game allowed the repetition of some 

sentences and doing so, the students not only had the possibility to memorize them 

better but also to observe words, expressions and sentences structure distinguishing the 

different elements and individuating signifies and communicative functions. 

 

 

7.2 Adaptation of RisiKo! Junior in the school context 

 

In this chapter it will be provided the explanation of the different aspects of our 

adaptation, theorized to be played in the fifth class of the primary school. We will 

make references to chapter number 6 in order to compare the original version of 

Editrice Giochi S.r.l. to ours and explain only the differences existing between the two 

versions. 

During this activity it is necessary to be in an open space because the game 

board is represented on the floor as the original board with the different numbered 

territories (as represented on the image below).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure	14:	Game	board	island	example	
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The representation on the floor allows the students to move around and enter in 

contact with some objects of the game. Moreover, the movement can be useful for the 

kinesthetic memory as well as the students’ interactions between themselves. These 

two elements are the principal characteristics of the playful language teaching. 

The settlement of the different carranimati is the same of the original version, 

but the students are divided into five teams to control the different islands, like they 

were single players. Each student is numbered, in this way even in the team they can 

play a turn per student, although they can be helped by the rest of the team in every 

moment. The real differences lie only in the fights because elements that require the 

use of the foreign language are added.  

When a card is drawn and a coloured player has to play, he has to announce his 

attack by speaking in the foreign languge as much as possible. In our case study the 

foreign language is English. After that, the player has to attack a territory. The fights 

are based on the rolling of the dices. The students count the sum in English rather than 

in their First Language and the higher sum wins. If the sums are the same, a little 

question in English is done and the student that answers faster between the contenders 

wins. Differently from the original version the players can at least attack once per turn 

because a big number of children are playing and in this way they can play more turns. 

The drawing of cards is done by the teacher that organize the game, in this way 

the students don’t know the special action they will have to do. Before knowing the 

special action, a student of the playing team has to activate the action of the card by 

answering a question made by the teacher concerning the topics already seen in class 

as a confirmation of what he learnt. If the player answers wrongly, the special action is 

not done and the turn continues as usual. Conversely, if he gives the right answer he 

receives a coloured ribbon and he can play the special action written in the card 

following the general rules.  

Let us focus for a while on this important element that has been added: the 

ribbons. In order to let the students play several turns, the Perepè special cards are not 

present in the deck of the teacher, although this special function exists in our game 

adaptation, too. This function can be activated by earning five ribbons per team. The 
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ribbons are personal, for each student that gives a right answer and they are important 

for the students as well as for the teacher. For the teacher, they are relevant because 

they are tangible feedbacks of the acquisition and memorization of the students even 

after the class test. He can observe them and mark the number of right anwers per 

student at the end of the activity as a sort of feedback after the written exam. This is an 

interesting element that allows the teacher to be an objective observer of the students 

acquistion, both in group and personally. He can control the correctness of the 

sentences produced, while educating the students in co-operation and socialization. On 

the other hand, for the students the ribbons are a sign of their good performance and an 

important element for the game that motivates them in the correct use of the foreign 

language. In this way, they learn that a foreign language is useful if they want to earn 

ribbons to have an extra turn. This thought can be also moved in real life to make the 

students understand that studying foreign languages is important because they can 

have more life opportunities. The purpose of the ribbons is to add a pragmatical aim to 

the language use in the game; the students understand that the sentences production in 

the foreign language has a defined objective.  

The ribbons part in the game connects it to the particular characteristics of agon 

games, conversely in the rest of the game, alea is persistent. The students, who are 

numbered progressively have the same possibilities of playing, it is their foreign 

language knowledge that drives them to win more ribbons, which are the tangible 

proof of their acquisition. The tangibility of their capabilities has great importance for 

children of the primary school because those objects can sustain their motivation in the 

learning process. 

Continuing with our adaptation of the game, after the turn of the coloured 

carranimati, the black army attacks. The black turn is played by the team of the left 

island looking Centrisola with reference to last players’ island. They black team has to 

play following the general rules, this means that they roll a black dice and a white one 

in order to decide arbitrarily the territory to attack. If a black territory is chosen, it 

receives a reinforcement, only if there are less than three carranimati on it. If the black 

carranimati attack a coloured territory instead, no dices are rolled. The possesion of 

that territory is a match in which the two players have to answer to a question about 

another subject that has been studied during the English lessons according to the CLIL 
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context (1994): 36 

“ Attraverso la progettazione concordata degli insegnamenti d’italiano, delle due 

lingue straniere e di altre discipline si realizza la trasversalità in orizzontale come 

area di intervento comune per lo sviluppo linguistico-cognitivo.” 

And the national indications for the primary school continue by saying that:  

“ Si potranno inoltre creare situazioni in cui la lingua straniera sia utilizzata, in 

luogo della lingua di scolarizzazione, per promuovere e veicolare apprendimenti 

collegati ad ambiti disciplinari diversi.” 

The student that answers right faster is the winner and the territory is part of his team 

areas if he is playing for the coloured carranimati, or it becomes a black territory if the 

winner is playing for the black army. In order to make the students play even 

representing the black carranimati, a coloured ribbon is given to the students that 

answers correctly. It is important to remember that the ribbon are personal and the 

players can take advantages from them. 

Another important element in our adaptation of RisiKo! Junior is the presence of 

some aspects that concern the gamification world. As it has been explained in the 

chapter dedicated to it, gamification has a structure built on the characteristics and 

needs of the costumers. In our activity, the game was adapted to a particular target, 

such as students of a foreign language in primary school. Moreover, we worked on the 

teaching part to make it specific for the class we were working with, creating 

questions on the topics they already learnt and working on the aspects the teacher 

indicated us.  

One of the main principles of gamification is that of hide a message in the game 

to expand the capabilities of the players not only in the game progression but also in 

real life. The message we would pass in our activity was to motivate the students in 

foreign languages learning because they are useful even if they cannot perceive it 

immediately. The presence of an implicit message is really important because it gives 

more than a motivation to the game. It is not only necessary to deconditionate the 

students between units of acquisition but also it has educational purposes and it can be 

																																																								
36	MIUR, Indicazioni nazionali per il curricolo della scuola dell’infanzia e del primo ciclo d’istruzione 

(September 2012) p. 37.	
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seen as an activity to obtain an objective feedback because (Kapp K.M., 2012, p. 123): 

“ Not only can gamification techniques be used for instruction, as is most 

common, but they can also be used to assess performance.” 

In the activity this is possible thanks to the ribbons and their personal reference to each 

student in the teams. 

In addition, in the game the students can develop their attention and improve 

their English by answering and listening the aswers of the others and consequently 

gain ribbons as rewards. This behaviour aspect can be brought in the students’ real life 

because they have to focus on attention during the lessons. Moreover, the use of the 

ribbons in teams drives the students to co-operate between themselves and also this 

aspect is important in their life at school but also in the external world. 

Lastly, we would like to highlight that in an activity like this, the students are the 

protagonists of their acquisition and they are conscious of it, while the teacher is a 

mere referee of the game. That is to say that in the production of sentences in foreign 

language the students’ affective filter is off because the teacher is a player like them. If 

this situation is brought in the usual lessons, the students can work better on their 

acquisition and the teacher can help profitably the students because he is not perceived 

as a judge. 

The characteristics of gamification are well introduced in our activity, which has 

the possibilty to change and adapt to the different necessities of the classes in order to 

develop as an usual activity to decondition but also to educate students.  

 

 

7.3 Analysis of the activity 

 

In this chapter we will talk about the activity in action as it was in the Primary 

School. Unfortunately we could not take pictures or film the activity but we took notes 

of the main aspects to point them out here. 

Few weeks before the activity the teacher explained us the characteristics of the 
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class and their competences but in the activity we could observe that practically the 

children do not have completely acquired some topics said by the teacher. This 

negative event was fundamental to underline those topics that needed to be focused 

better by the teacher. We could find these aspects because our activity was made up 

strictly on the competences indicated by the English teacher and this is a favourable 

element for our game because it can be adapted to the situation it is used in. 

The students were enthusiastic of playing a game during the English lesson and 

when they saw the archipelago drawn on the floor, they noticed that was a totally new 

activity. According to Schumann (1997) even the emotions guide the process of 

acquisition and the newness is one of those motivations that brings the students to well 

accept an input such as attraction, need significance, viability and psychological and 

sociological safety. All those aspects are brought together in our activity because it is a 

stimulus for the students to use the foreign language in a new context that is 

captivating because it is a game brought in teaching. The language production is 

supported by the teacher, that is a guide in the game; and most of all it is viable for 

them because adapted to their capabilities and needs. That is to say that the application 

of this activity has been successful because it has activated the motivation of the 

students from their emotions and their necessities. It is the activity that has been 

developed to fit them, rather than adapting them to the acquisition of English. 

The attraction of the students for the game started from the rules explanation. It 

was in Italian mixed up with a short story based on that one presented on the official 

rules of RisiKo! Junior with some elements to captivate the students to the use of the 

English language. They understood well how to play thanks to the posters we used to 

explain it, while the teacher was disoriented even if the game had been already 

presented to him. 

The students played the different steps co-operating in teams and answering 

correctly to the various questions. The use of ribbons as rewards was important 

because they wanted to be tested in English to gain a ribbon. However, the students 

did not collaborated between teams, it could be possible to observe that they spoke to 

each other in Italian to explain their project of attacks. The students used the foreign 

language only during their turns but they understood almost everything we said in 
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English without further explanations. In this phase, the teacher was a support, 

emotionally and didactically, in the creation of sentences in the foreign language. The 

teacher did not entered in the game as a part of it, but he was present in each step and 

the students felt him as a sustainer. That is to say that they looked at him not as a judge 

but as a helper in case of need that was constanlty present while they were producing 

English. Although this important presence, the teacher was the cause for the long 

times of each turn, that the students perceived as annoying. 

The movement and the use of objects in the game was important because the 

students had the possibilty to connect their semanitic memory to the visual one, 

besides they could use them once acquired and touch the different objects to memorize 

them better. 

The students enjoyed the game but because of the short time and of their team-

oriented strategies, the game ended with the victory of the black army. At the end of 

the activity, there was a repetition of the various elements presented at the beginning 

to let the students memorize and focus the new words. In this phase the teacher guided 

the students in the correct pronunciation of the words. 

This was just an activity driven to observe whether the game was well organized 

or not. If we had the possibilty to develop it along the time, the students could 

appreciate it better and use it as an activity to bring the gamification characteristics in 

the foreign language acquisitional process. It could be developed such a championship 

along the school year in which the students play in teams or individually. 

 

 

7.4 Feedback of the activity 

 

We will divide this chapter between our thought, that of the children, given by 

some short questionnaires, and that of the English teacher.  

We will analyse the pros and cons of each part and than conclude if it has been 

an useful and interesting activity as we theorized. 
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7.4.1 From our point of view 

 

Our theories have been concreted according to our plans and this is satisfying 

because nothing has been changed during the activity. It has been possible thanks to 

the creation of the activity starting from a board game realized for children and adding 

teaching elements to it without changing the basis of the game. 

The presence of the teacher as a support for the students was much more 

important that as a mere observer of our project. The students behaved positively 

because his presence was a protection for their sociological safety among the 

classmates. That is to say that the teacher was not more a judge of their work but a 

helper in their productions in the foreign language. This was important because the use 

along the time of games in the school context can help in the creation of a trustful 

relationship between students and the teacher. Doing so the students use the foreign 

language easily and being self-confident. On the other hand, the teacher focused too 

much on the correctness of the English production rather than on the game and this 

was an obstacle for the game progression. Indeed the students preceived the 

lenghtening of the turns as annoying. Moreover, this was a problem because the 

teacher could discover that the students did not remember some elements about topics 

already seen in class. However this bad discovery, it has been important because the 

teacher could recognize that the students did not understand something he thought they 

knew but thanks to our activity he had the possibility to work on these elements and let 

the students acquire them. 

The co-operation between students has worked well because they spoke together 

about their attack strategies, but also everyone had the possibility to have indipendent 

moments thanks to the internal numeration in the different teams that allowed each 

student to play. This has been important also for the use of the ribbons because in this 

way every student could be tested in English. The ribbons were one of the captivating 

elements of the game because they would be questioned in English to be rewarded 

with a ribbon. It was recognized as a personal success but also as a success for the 

team that could have an extra turn if they reached five ribbons in the team. Thanks to 

the ribbons we can observe that our implicit message of usefulness of the English 
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language has passed to the students, who would be tested to gain ribbons and 

experience prestige in the class context. 

Lastly, talking about the gamification characteristics in the activity we will say 

that the use of games in the process of acquisition is important because it can be used 

as an extra monitor for the students themselves and for the teacher, who can discover 

better where lie the difficulties of his students. An activity like this can drive the 

students towards autonomy and make them conscious of what they are learning. 

Moreover, the teacher can monitor them in the class group but also invidually, in our 

case, thanks to the presence of the ribbons. We will insist on their great importance 

because they indicate the personal competence in the foreign language. 

According to Paul Howard-Jones (2002), a neuroscientist of the University of 

Bristol, gamification and in general the use of games in teaching are useful in the 

school context because they draw the students to produce neurotramitters of dopamine, 

which are favourable for the attention orientation and to develop strong synapsis in the 

acquisition process. The entertainment aspect of the games stimulates dopamine and 

consequently the students are motivated to learn new topics and stabilize them in their 

memory. Besides, the use of games recognize the students as principal protagonists. 

Using play techniques in teaching, the students become the protagonists of their 

acquisition because they are active, they can handle objects and control their 

movements. In this way, the students acquire by their experiences, in other words 

empirically. We can conclude that a gamified structure of the lessons allows the 

students to improve their acquisition and their autonomy. 

 

 

7.4.2 From the students’ point of view 

 

At this point, we will focus on the feedbacks of the students.  

At the end of the activity, they had the possibility to answer anonymously to a 

short questionnaire divided into three questions to let us understand from the 

protagonists’ point of view if our theories were interesting and, chiefly, viable for 
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them. They had to answer whether they enjoyed the game or not, what did they like 

more and what did they dislike in the game.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The students present in the activity were seventeen. At the first question 

everybody answered that enjoyed the game. For the second and third questions we 

would like to put the answers into categories and represent them in graphics. 

The major part of the students answered to the second question that they liked to 

play the attacks. That is to say that they liked to roll the dices, move the carranimati 

on the floor and conquer new territories. All these actions concerned the use of the 

English language. The students had to announce the attack, count the numbers on the 

dices and answer to a question to activate the special action before playing it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other elements that need to be underlined are the pleasure of some students of 

Figure	15:	Students'	questionnaires	
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being questioned in English to be rewarded with a ribbon and the presence of an 

answer in English in the questionnaries. A student aswered to the question made in 

Italian: “Is a play”. Probably he would like to express his pleasure for the game in 

general but he observed that the activity was in the foreign language, therefore he tried 

to answer to the questionnaire in English. 

The trend of the second answer was followed on the third one and the major part 

of the students answered the same thing. The answer to this last question was that the 

students disliked to wait for their turn. This aspect is important but we know that 

children of that age are not very patient, therefore we can take it into certain account 

but it does not recognize a game structure problem and it can be solved by becoming 

acquainted with the game. The waiting time was the major negative aspect, indeed the 

other answers categories are not important in our study because they are not connected 

to the structure of the game, even if two students wrote that they disliked the black 

army attack phase. We would say that it is probably because they recognized it as the 

enemy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Generally speaking we can conclude that the students enjoyed the activity and the 

use of the foreign language in the game, but they did not appreciate the waiting time 

even if they were concentrated on the game because in every moment all the teams 

were protagonists. This is a good result for our theories because the structure of our 
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Figure	17:	Third	question	
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activity was driven by the characteristics of the students, and it is important that they 

reacted positively to our game. Even though there was the problem of the waiting time, 

it is useful to notice that this is the only aspect that has to be changed in the activity, 

therefore we can conclude that from the students the activity based on RisiKo! Junior 

was successful. 

 

 

7.4.3 From the teacher’s point of view 

 

According to the English teacher the activity was interesting and well balanced on 

the class needs. The activity was well organized and supervised, most of all on the 

explanation of the rules thanks to the use of posters with images connected to the 

words. Even though the ability of speaking and listening of the students could improve 

on the actiivty, the foreign language could have been used more.  

Speaking about teaching, the activity was useful because it has shown that the 

students did not learn some topics that he had taught at the beginning of the school 

year. This was important because, thinking about the winter holidays he could 

structure exercises to review those topics, besides, before them, he could explain the 

topics another time and check the students improvements.  

The game properly was well structured and nice for the children because they 

could work in teams and build up a common strategy but the waiting times were too 

long and the black army attack was not easily understandable. The students had 

problems with the different colour of the dices, chiefly in the black carranimati 

actions, but at the end they understood how to use them. This difficulty can be due to 

the fact that the game board was around them and it was difficult to focus where the 

dices were, the creation of a specific space for the roll of the dices could have solved 

this problem. Talking about our additions on the RisiKo! Junior, the teacher thought 

that the numeration of the students was efficient because they had to follow the order 

without overtaking someone else. Doing so, all the students could play a turn 

individually and be questioned in English, and this found its motivation in the use of 
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the ribbons. Give a reward for the correct production of a sentence in the foreign 

language was important because this allowed to the use of the language to prevail on 

the game. Consequently the students could learn that English is important to them 

because they can take advantages from it. Moreover, it was a good example of game 

that can be developed to observe the students’ acquisition in different subjects, 

connecting them to the use of a foreign language.  

From the educational point of view, even though it concerns tanks and fights 

between different parts, the presence of a common enemy is important in order to 

guide the students towards cooperation and acceptance of what is different from them. 

In addition, the activity based on the RisiKo! Junior has been developed in order 

to guide the students to reflect on their actions, think about their objectives and 

capabilities and build a strategy on them. All these aspects can help the students in the 

creation of their proper autonomy, not only in the process of acquisition but also in 

their study time organization. For children of the fifth class of primary school learn 

autonomy is incredibly important in their school future and also in the life outside the 

school context. This quality is uncommon in game-like activities, therefore it is a good 

aspect because the students can learn something more that does not concerns only 

school subjects. 

Although these positive characteristics, the teacher higlighted the difficulty to play 

the game several times in school because of the necessity of large spaces where create 

the archipelago on the floor. However, he explained that this is a difficulty that can be 

easily solved thanks to a good organization of the class programme. Moreover, he 

observed that the game does not require expensive materials and that they can be used 

along the time. The use of the same material along the time is important because the 

structure of the activity allows big changes without modifying the materials. For a 

teacher it is necessary to have the material already prepared in order to concentrate 

better on the explanation and on the students rather than on the materials to make a 

lesson. If the material can be used along the time, it is easier for the teacher to be 

stimulated to use it. 

After this long presentation of pros and cons about our adaptation of RisiKo! 

Junior, the teacher concluded by saying that the activity was interesting and useful for 
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the school context, chiefly in the autonomy of the students. The typology of the game 

allows different creative uses and the presence of a sort of evaluation drives the 

teachers to take it into consideration while organizing the class programme.  

The English teacher revealed that he did not know gamification, however he 

observed that the use in school of games is important, most of all in primary school, 

where children need to be educated to behave in the society along with the creation of 

a basis for their knowledge. Therefore, he recognized the importance of a playful 

teaching methodology because the children learn better by hidden messages in games, 

which are their favourite way of communication. He continued by saying that games 

in general are important in humans’ life because they bring happiness and motivation 

in doing some activities that can appear annoying. If the children become used to be 

motivated in difficult things, they can face their future with more confidence in 

themselves. 

In conclusion, the English teacher explained that our game is well organized and 

its structure allows the use in school for several activities based on different topics. He 

took our game into consideration and asked to use it in his further activities with other 

classes. 
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Conclusion 

 

 

Considering all the aspects we presented in the first part of our work and their 

concretization in the adaptation of the board game RisiKo! Junior, starting from the 

project and going to the actualization in the primary school, we can conclude by 

answering to the question that drove this work. At the beginning we asked ourselves 

whether the playful language teaching methodology could represent an useful 

methodology to guide the students in their acquisition process and let them improve 

autonomously their education. We based these questions on our adaptation of a world-

known board game and its actualization in school. By doing so, we reflected on 

aspects such as motivation of the students and gamification to consider all the 

characteristics necessary to create a good activity to be used frequently at school. 

We would like to reflect on the different aspects individually and divide our 

conclusions in three paraghraphs, in which we would answer our starting questions. 

The three paragraphs will be based on playful language teaching methodology, the 

theories about gamification and lastly we will discuss over the adaptation of RisiKo! 

Junior and the activity in the primary school. 

Talking about playful techniques in language teaching, we can say that this 

methodology is highly motivating for the students and fits perfectly their needs. These 

are important characteristics because the only protagonists in teaching are the students, 

therefore the teaching has to be based on them and in particular on their needs. The 

teacher has to be a mere support on the acquisition process. It has to help the students 

to improve by being a travelling companion along the voyage of acquisition, that is 

always there in case of necessity and that let the students free to move their steps by 

themselves when they feel confident. The support is important but has to let freedom 

to the students because the teacher is a guide that draws the path to the students. At a 

certain moment he has to leave them free to explore and find their right path by 

themselves because the teacher has the duty to teach them how to study and to be 

autonomous. In this situation, the use of games can be important because the students 

can think at the teacher as a guide rather than as a judge. The playful language 
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teaching has this potentiality that allows the teacher to build a strong relation between 

the students based on respect and collaboration. This is positive for the students 

because their affective filters are off during the lessons, as well as for the teacher that 

can help the students that have some difficulties by knowing them better. 

We have seen that the role of games is important in humans’ life to such an extent 

that gamification has been created to fit games into common activities. Gamification is 

a great opportunity in the teaching context but its connection to technology is difficult 

to satisfy at school. That is why we decided to mix up the positive aspects of 

gamification with playful language teaching characteristics to take advantages from 

both and create a new concept of playing activity at school. The principal purpose of a 

gamified activity is that of bring some feedbacks into reality. This is important even at 

school, where the students have to learn things to use them outside the school context 

and probably in their future. Thus, the students do not feel the need to learn because it 

does not concern their present. By creating an activity based on gamification, they feel 

that it is important to learn in the game, because it can be useful at school, too. That is 

to say that gamification helps the teachers to make the students understand that they 

have the need of learning to satify their present in a pleasant way. Moreover, the 

presence of gamification in school activities is necessary to captivate the students 

towards autonomy in their studying because a gamified activity develops both 

individually and in a group. Autonomy is a fundamental message that can be taught to 

the students because they can start testing their capabilities by themselves in order to 

build up their competences looking to the future. Intrinsic messages are a positive 

characteristic that completes gamification’s teaching vocation through the passage of a 

particular message in a given activity. This is the main aspect that brought us to add 

gamification in our work.  

We would like to conclude by saying something about our adaptation of RisiKo! 

Junior and its practical use at school. Our proposal was elaborated to be a playful 

language teaching activity mixed up with some gamification elements. It can be 

observed that they have common features, but gamification’s peculiarities have been 

necessary to move a mere playful activity to a planned teaching based on games, 

which has consequences in students’ real life. The use of our adaptation of the board 

game at school has been positive for both students and the English teacher. Moreover, 
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it has been an opportunity to present them something new but adapted to their own 

needs, something that entertains and teaches at the same time. We decided to work on 

the student’s necessities and pleasures, to balance those contrasting things in a 

teaching activity that can be repeated along the time to pass them, who are the 

protagonists of teaching, messages of autonomy, pragmatics and foreign language 

significance.  
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Appendix A 

 

 

In this section we will show the posters we used in our activity in school to 

concrete the explanations given above about our adaptation of RisiKo! Junior. This 

appendix will be divided in three parts in which there will be: the names of the islands 

for the game board on the floor, the representation of the cards in English and the new 

words presentation. 

 

The islands names: 
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The representation of the cards: 
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The new words presentation: 
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These posters have been created not only to contextualize some new words in 

the game, but also to connect them between themselves by association and contrast. 

This has been done to let the students better memorize the new words, taking 

advantages from the relationship between verbal memory and visual one. 
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